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Anderson Lectures on Upcoming Election
funny hats, scream, holler.drink, and
have fun. The strengthening of political parties is essential to American
politics."
Although he articulated many of
Sunday night. Trinity College his points with a highly critical tone.
welcomed former presidential candi- Anderson reminded the audience that
date John Anderson, who garnered he is not a pessimist. "You can't run
T:/< of the popular vote as an inde- for the presidency and he a pessimist.
pendent in the 1980 election. Talk of 1 consider myself an optimist and an
the upcoming presidential contest opportunist," said Anderson.
dominated Anderson's speech, which
To support these claims, Anderwas characterized by vehement criti- son offered an interesting alternative
cisms of what he called a "media to the present method of electing the
campaign."
president. "Instead of paying $ 100
Commenting on the govern- million lor a campaign that we don't
ment's delegation of millions of dol- like, we should establish, through
lars to campaign funds, Anderson said. Congress, a National Endowment for
"Isn't it an anomaly that we as tax- debates," Anderson explained. "We
payers are forced to pay for a cam- should require that the debates, there
paign that we don't even like." being at least six. include both candiAnderson, a former recipient of these dates from either party, forcing each
funds, noted that this year both ticket(odiscusseachquestion in order
Dukakis and Bush each received to respond."
approximately $45 million for their
The plan thai Anderson espouses
campaigns in general and an addi- also provides for "issue conferences"
tional $2 million specifically intended that would have the principle advifor each convention.
sors to the candidates describe their
"The only people who have been views.
satisfied with this election are the
According to Anderson, this
meat market mechanics of media; process would effectively educate
newspapers, television and the highly those voters who closely followed the
paid political analysts and special- campaign. He said, "Even if only 10
ists," Anderson continued, "I'm sure
you all remember that memorable ad
which showed a great Indian chief
looking out upon the once beautiful
land, and with a tear in his eye, he now
sees litter and garbage. ...In reference
to this campaign, I feel like that In-By Arundathi Duleepdian chieftain."
News SniffWriter
Anderson believes that part of
the problem with modern day politics
Contrary to rumors, the gang
is that there are no longer any strong activity on Saturday October 29, posed
political parties. "Each party is so no threat to the Trinity student body.
saturated with special interest groups According to Director of Security
that rather than mediating their con- Biaggio Rucci and the Hartford Pocerns with the party, they choose to lice, the gang warfare has no connecarticulate their interests independ- tion to Trinity and gang members will
ently, " said Anderson. "Sadly, the not infiltrate the campus unless there
conventions have become the only are narcotic connections between the
purpose of the parties. So every four students and the gangs.
years, the parties congregate to put on
The most active gangs in this
-By David GerberNews Staff Writer

million people were educated through
this program, it would significantly
affect the results in a positive, intelligent manner."
To enforce these rules. Anderson offered a logical answer. "The
candidates would clearly be informed
by the National Endowment that until
they agreed to adhere to the campaign
rules, they would not receive any of
tlie campaign funds."
When asked if he would pursue
these ideas, Anderson responded. "I
have just completed a monograph
which will be published by the end of
the month. From there I would see
how many people I could interest,"
Anderson continued, "Although I
have not left Congress only to lobby
like many of my colleagues. I would
find no shame in lobbying this plan.
The timing is opportune because of
the high level of dissatisfaction with
this year's campaign."
Anderson completed his speech
by quoting Woodrow Wilson who
had stated, "America... will find herself growing old and be obliged to
pull herself together. When she steadies her methods, and sobers her views,
that will be the time for change. The
time for change is now."

1980 Independent Presidential Candidate John Anderson delivered a lecture
on today's election in Goodwin Theater1 on Sunday.

Rumors of Gang Activity False
area are the Park Street Posse, The
North End Gang and the Avenue
Gang. In addition, there is a gang of
8-year-old kids that call themselves
the Baby Posse. On November 3,
Hartford ami State police raided and
arrested members of the Avenue gang
in a narcotics related incident. Rucci
commented, "The heat is on all gangs
because of the raid, but this has nothing to do with the College."
Rumors of the Broad Street gang
fight stemmed from signs that were
posted in the area which indicated an
upcoming gang fight.
Rucci explained that this should not have been
a cause for alarm. "Most of the gang
activity is known to take place near
the Civic Center. These signs could
have been posted by troublemakers.
It could have been someone who was
trying to get gang against gang."
Rucci does not see any evidence

of any narcotic connections between walking around on campus. They
the campus and the gangs. "There is weren't here to cause any problems at
no reason for the gangs to even come all, they cooperated with us. It was
on campus. I don't see gangs as a not the Park Street gang."
problem for us. However, if you do
Rucci does not believe that the
go of f campus, then you will be treated recent assaults on campus are gang
Tike any other citizen of Hartford," he related. He warns that many of the
said.
incidents on campus involve young
. Though Vernon Street is not kids and that students shouid be watchunder the jurisdiction of campus se- ful of them.
curity, Rucci has recently hired a
Recently, a female Trinity stupoliceman to patrol that area on Fri- dent was approached by two 13-yearday and Saturday nights because of old girls and three 14-year-old boys
the social activity near the fraterni- on the Long Walk. When the kids
ties.
passed her, the closest one swung and
In a separate incident Saturday hit her in the face. They began laughnight, a Resident Assistant in Good- ing and ran towards the Chapel. "They
win dormitory called Security to re- think that it is all fun and games,"
port that fifteen kids from the areahad explained Rucci. "Many of the kids
entered the dormitory. Security re- do not come onto campus with the
sponded and no incident ensued. The intent of stealinganything. The crimes
security officer that responded to the committed are spontaneous if the
call told Rucci that,"they were just opportunity is there."

New Pre-Registration Policy
-By Patricia PiersonNews Stuff Writer

Trinity fans Chris Fisher '89 (left) and Scott LaLonde '89 donnetUrarpaint at
Saturday's Homecoming game against Amherst.

Gypsy Cab Alert
cerned and decided to notify security.
Apparently, her friend was unharmed
but was charged almost twice the
News Staff Writer
average fare to get to the airport.
Director of Security Biaggio
Rucci warns that the area's cab comRecently^ student needing a tax i panies have been having difficulties
to Bradley International Airportcalled with outside parties listening in on
the Hartford Cab Company for a cab. their frequencies and trying to beat
While waiting in front of Mather with them to locations. All Trinity stua friend, an unmarked station wagon dents are warned to be sure to check
pulled up with two men inside and out all "cabs" before getting inside.
asked if she had called for a cab to the All registered taxis will have a cab
airport. She replied yes. and got in to company insignia, a meter, and photo
thecar. A few minutes later, a marked identification of the driver. For your
Hartford Cab Co. taxi showed up own safety please check all three of
askine if anyone had called for a cab. these items before using one of these
Because the other vehicle had been vehicles to leave campus.
unmarked, her friend became con-

-By Jennifer Gura-

As the tomorrow's deadline for
submission of preregistration applications nears, many Trinity students
are concerned as to how changes in
the preregistration policy will affect
their spring schedule.
The Registrar's new tactic in
filling classes, recently instituted, is
meant to ensure efficiency and a more
fair approach to accommodating student course requests.
According to Ken Lemelle,
Acting Registrar, the only real change
lies in when the Office of the Registrar actually tabulates the course requests of each student.
In the past, no classes were f il led
until all student requests had been
submitted. Now, student reports are
entered as they arrive at the Registrar's Office. Classes are filled on a
first-come, first-serve basis. L e melle insists that thischange in policy
is not a departure from the old method
of preregistration: "It is different in
the fact that we now have the capabilities to set enrollment limits." He
refers to the policy as simply, "a more
prioritized system of registration."
Calling the policy "a more fair
system" for students and professors,
Lemelle adds that it is a definite boon
to the Office of the Registrar itself.

He stated, "The system allows us to
spread out our work. We are pretty
well organized in terms of the registration."
Instituted at the request of both
instructors and the Office of the
Registrar, the modified policy "allows the Registrar's Office to do the
work for professors," explains Lemelle.
As a result, instructors should
no longer expect classes to be filled
beyond manageable limits. The policy will bolster professors' efficacy
in attempting to pare down overbooked lectures and labs.
The current method is considered unnecessary by some students
and has elicited complaints due to its
time-consuming nature.
Many are anxious that their
classes may fill up before they have a

chance to submit the the appropriate
forms to the Registrar's Office.
Lemelle believes that the threat of
enrollment limitations "makes students not wait until the deadline to
turn in their materials."
The new policy of preregistration is not intended to hinder students
in obtaining the classes they request,
although some feel it is necessary to
rush to submit their preregistration
materials. To accominodatestudents,
most instructors offer several lecture
times and new class units may be
formed to meet demand.
According to the Office of the
Registrar, as of Friday, November 4,
no classes have beenfilledcompletely.
However, Lemelle warned that students may rush to submit the requisite
preregistration forms over the weekend.
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Op-Ed
Education Needed at Trinity
Concerning Homosexuality

Editorial
Several of the letters which were submitted for publication
on the Op-Ed pages this week suggest that the reading public is
confused about the role of The Tripod's letters pages. It is the
policy of this paper to print any and all letters we receive which
are not a) signed by the writer and include a phone number b)
illegible or c) contain vulgar language.
The reason that we adhere to this policy is that we are
aware of our role on campus as a widely read public forum.
Therefore, we allow students to express any opinion which does
not violate one of our three basic ground rules. Why? Because it
is our feeling that it would be unwise to make the value
judgements which some of the letters suggested we should
undertake.
When Joe Guardo submitted his letter, we knew that it
would be controversial. By printing the letter The Tripod did
not condone or rebut it, we simply allowed it to be read by the
students, who can form their own opinions. It is not our job, as
one letter claims, to respond to letters with either editorial
comments or a rebuttal if they do not directly concern material
generated by our own staff. Our pages are open for the
community to either challenge or defend such correspondence.
Don't forget, Mr. Guardo was responding to another letter
which appeared in The Tripod.
A second letter, authored by a professor, suggests that we
should not use policy as an excuse for our decision to print "such
garbage." Even if we think that his assessment of our decision
to print the letter is garbage, we will not let that prevent us from
running his letter with the rest which we received.
Our intention was not to support the content of Mr.
Guardo's arguments in any way. A letter which we received
stated that "talking about homosexuality openly is the first step
in the process towards societal acceptance of gay people." This
is the reason that The Tripod maintains an open letters policy,
so that issues such as these can be discused in an open forum.
Anyone perusing our letters pages this week can see that
the overwhelming majority of our readers were offended by Mr.
Guardo's letter. Several people wrote in to tell Mr. Guardo that
he furthered efforts to bring homosexuality out into the open
more effectively than National Coming Out Day could have on
its own. Isn't this a positive result of The Tripod's use of its
letters pages as an open forum? Or perhaps we should squelch
such letters, hoping that the problems will just go away.

Reminder:
Letters to the Editor and Announcements are both
due on Friday afternoons at 5:00 p.m. All letters
must be signed by the author and include a phone
number for the purpose of verification. While we
will attempt to print all letters in their entirety, The
Tripod reserves the right to edit any letter more
than 250 words in length. On the announcements
page, we attempt to display all submissions as
requested. Space requirements, however, make it
impossible for us to guarantee the placement of
annnouncements to be boxed etc.
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Dear Mr. Guardo,
In response lo your letter in the
November I issue of tlie Tripod, it is
apparent that you need to he educated
on the issue of homosexuality. As a
member of the gay community here at
Trinity, I am sorry that our educational efforts have not succeeded in
reaching you.
First, I would like to remind you
that while sodomy is illegal in some
stales, it is perfectly legal in others,
including Connecticut. The legal
definition of sodomy not only includes se.x between members of the
same sex, hut also includes acts which
are considered "uiinutural" between
members of opposite sexes (including all oral/genital contact). Do you
also believe that this type ol'eontaci is
perverted and immoral? As for anal
sex having "never been considered a
proper means of birth control." 1 fail
to see the relevance of ibis statement.
I would like to point out. however,
that the Kinsey report shows thai anal
sex is also widely enjoyed by heterosexuals. Perhaps it would be a belter
idea lo address them on the appropriateness ol'thi.sacliviiy as a conii'aceptive measure (most of the gay men I
know prefer the use of condoms as
they also provide a protection front
venereal diseases as well as AIDS).
As for the notion of homosexuals destroying the values of children
because we "do not foster a strong
family-oriented society and could
propel |its| disintegration." I would
like lo point out the fact that I am part
of a family. 1 believe whole-heartedly in the ideals of 'family'. I come
from a background where the family
is ibecoreof our existence, and when
I 'came mil' lo my family und friends
1 did not cease to be a pan of thai
family life, In addition tomy biologi-

Irresponsible Use
Of Free Speech
To the lidiior,
Freedom of speech is not a universal concept, it is a right that we as
Americans are privileged to have
access to and therefore we should
exercise that righi responsibly. Given
the fact thai countries exist where
people are jailed or killed forexpressing their opinions I feel compelled lo
respond lo what I regard as the irresponsible use of one of our most basic
rights.
Joseph Guardo. though I may
not agree with him. has tho'righi and
the privilege to express how he feels
about homosexuality, his choice to
do so through the Tripod to the Trin iiy comnumiiy is protected by the
U.S. constitution. The key issue here
is not Mr. Guardo's opinion, nor his
rash expression thereof, but his implication that he speaks for the "majority". Sex and sexuality are the private
concerns of individuals and in my
opinion are lo be left to their discrelion. My opinion is obviously quite
contradictory lo that of Mr. Guardo
and unlike him I do not infer that it is
the opinion of anyone other than
myself. I take issue with the idea the
"homosexuals have forced their indiscretions on society" given that I
regard myself as a member of society
who has never felt thai way and am
aware of many oilier such members,
luiriherdo 1 question the idea that the
"sensibilities" of the majority have
been "offended" by the vocalization
of gay sexual preferences - who exactly constitutes the majority Mr.
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cal family.I liaveanexiciidcdlaiiiily;
the gay, lesbian and bisexual commit
nily. No matter where I go, I will
always he a part of that family.
Homosexuals are noi looking to do
simyihe ideals of'the family', we are
only looking lo live our lives in a way
in which we can express our love lor
each oilier. Hmulioiis arc the same in
all people, gay or straight.
At Ihis point I tool that I need lo
try and dispel two stereotypes about
homosexuals and children. Wo frequently hear the questions "Don't
homosexuals molesi or at loasi re
emit - children'.'" and "Won't exposing children lo queers make them
queer, too'.'" To answer the lust
question, a disproportionate uumbci
of child molesiois are heterosexual
males. .Statistically.OHO could expeel
l()'/<- I5'i; ol all child molestation lo
be committed by homosexuals since
IO'A •• 15'.! of the world's population
is homosexual. In roaliiy. hmvcvei.
over W;; ol all child molestation is
commiilod by heieiosexuals.
To
answer to second quesiion.il has never
been proven thai exposuic lo homo
se.xuals will influence a child's w \
ual preference. I grew up in a very
'straight' environment and had no
contact (that I know of) with nihci
homosexuals until well al'lei I had
realized my own sexual piclcienco.
liven in instances where children have
been raised in homosexual house
holds there is tio evidence that this
exposure has mlltieneed (hi'ir development inihedirection of houiosexir
aliiy. In fact, the June I')7K American
Journal of Psychiatry repots thai Mi
out of 37 children being, raised by
homosexual parents were found lo be
helerosexiial. a figure much higher
than in the proportion of the population at larue.

,

Tripod:
Box 1310

Guardo refers in',1
The point to be made is thai ii is
Joseph Guardo who is inflicting his
personal view on society by present
ing ii not as personal bin as representative of a "majority", thereby using
his right to freedom of speech as a
way ol pulling words in oilier people's
mouths. I feel nothing but pity for
him as a person so intolerant (hat lie
cannot reap the benefits of inierac
lion with all the varied members ol
society (loiuudless of ihoii sexual
preference or lor thai mailer race,
gentler, religion, etc.) HUT 1 lee I
nothing Inn indignanee towards ihe
man thai fools justified in speaking
for myself and many others whose
views do not coincide with his.
Sincerely.
Jennifer Kehl 'M

You suggest that homosexuals
should be more discrete aboui who
and what we ate. Our society is a
blatantly heterosexual one. front Dick
and Jane in grammar school to ihc
Senior Prom and oxiiavagam church
weddings. Wo fool thai our needs are
as legitimate as yours are. If a heterosexual couple can walk along arm-inaim, so can a homosexual couple: if
a heterosexual can talk about his/her
spouse and show pictures at work or
school, so can a homosexual. I do not
condone public displays of affection
hciw-een anyone. If there is a necessity foi anyone to Iv discrete about
sexuality, it is a necessity lor all, not
just one giuup of people,
Perhaps the most ludicrous parugiaph in your letter is the one concerning the "separate nation" lor
homosexuals which "would IK* IMIahle to repioduceihetehy eliminating
the problem altogether" This is one
of tin- most ridiculous things I have
over lieaul. liven il it wore possible lo
gel all ol Iho homosexuals in Ihis
couniiy mio one area (how do you
expect lo Imtl those closeted iiuliviilii.iK',' i, d o ) on really iliink thai ihis
would be an el feel ive means nl exleruunalini'lhc out ire homosexual population1' I lor ono am the child of
hoioiosoxu.il parents, as are most of
the other homosexuals that I know.
Al thisiale there would IK* a new 10%
IV; ol the population each generation who would IK1 homosexual,
You arceiiliiledlo your response
to "National Coming Out Day" and
perhaps a slnuo "I the lesponsibility
for your response to the day lies on
lite shouldois of the Trinity Gay.
Lesbian and Bisexual Alliance for
noi bavins! given a luller explanation
ol the day. The main purpose of the
day was not MI that wo could find
oilier pwplo liko ourselves "who will
accept us socially." I have just as
many siiau'ht Iv'tends as I do gay
11ionds by whom I am accepted socially In my eyes, that day was both
aieineinhram out the National March
on Washington tor Lesbian an Ciay
Civil Rights (October 11, I°K7) as
well as a day lo let Iho resi of the
nation know thai wo demand equal
tioaimoni under the law. Ii is my hope
thai we reached al least one person
who was leeling all alone because of
his/her sexuality and made his/her
load a little lightei |usi by being there.
h n a l h . ' l would like to express
my sorrow- ihat you I eel afraid ot gays
and lesbians. I have never known
anyone w tin has been proud lo have a
tear. Perhaps you would hketoallend
one tit mir uieeiins's where we would
IK* happy in discuss any topics on
which ynti tune questions ami hnpelully allay youi loais. Also. I would
like in il'iank MIII I'm wriling your
loiter lu the Tripod which has cieated
such a strong wave ul support lor our
concents,
Sincerely.
Stephen".!. Ihuick

'W

Persecution Is Not
A Viable Solution
To Mr. Guardo,
"In Germany, they liiMcainofur
thocominunists, and I didn't speak up
because 1 wasn't a communist. I hen
they came for the Jews, and I didn't
speak up because I wasn't a Jew.
Then ihoy came for for ihe trade u«
ionists, and I didn't speak up because
I wasn't a trade unionist. Then ihe\
came for the Catholics, and I didn't
speak up because I was a ProteM.mt.
Then (hey came for me ami by ih.it
lime, no one was left to speak up."
Pastor Martin \iemoliei

You have put yomu-M in (he
company of many infamous tiontophobes: lliiler. Mussolini, j . Hd&u
Hoover... In Na/i Germain, homo-

sexuals were |<ei-.ocuied by the elite
majoiit). along wiih man> other
groups "nmsulc'red !<• he impure or
minimal. Iniolei.uice ol diversity is
luud.miem.ilh ami democratic and
creates a climate in w Inch people are
nit! allowed lodes clop as individuals.
Ymir Mijieestiou ut isolating homosexuals MI ihe> will die out. is akin lo
ihai uf I hiler V ' H n a l Soluiion" to the
problem of diversity in Huritpe.
A phobia. h\ tiolmiiiuii. is an
exasyerated and illogical fear.
Homophobia must Iv confronted by
eu'nis such as "N.ut.iinil Ci'iuing Oui
D,!v"mi»nloi mhelpi'Citple like you
ovctctmte then phohias.
Sincerely.
Ihe P i u ' W

Student Alliance
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Op-Ed
Bigotry Merits Vigorous Condemnation
To the Editor,
My first reaction to Joseph
Guardo's recent letter celebrating
homophobia was to dismiss it as yet
another piece of adolescent nonsense.
Upon reflection, I realized that this
would not have been my reaction had
Mr. Guardo directed his sentiments at
minorities or women. I would have
been outraged and would have felt it
my duty to respond quickly and vigorously to his bigotry. Bigotry merits
condemnation whenever and wherever it is expressed. Indeed, response
to homophobic bigotry is especially
important since no other form of
bigotry is so widely tolerated these
days.
While disagreeing with Mr.
Guardo is easy, responding to his
letter is difficult. If he had offered
some sort of argument in favor of his
insulting claims, one could examine
his reasoning and expose its flaws.
But how can one examine something
that is that is altogether absent? At
best, Mr. Guardo's letter is a litany of
unsupported assertions. At worst, it
is an outpouring of hysterical invectives and non sequiturs. That someone has had the benefit of almost four
years of a Trinity education and is
both bigoted and intellectually incompetent is a profoundly disappointing realization for one who has made
education his life's work.
Mr. Guardo's lack of skill in
reasoning aside, the claims he makes
are fairly easy to rebut. Mr. Guardo
asserts the "[p]eople did not evolve in
this world due to homosexual activity." Perhaps this is true, but so what!
Since homosexual activity has taken
place on large scale, even when forced
underground, in virtually every soci-

ety know to humankind, it is clear
that homosexual activity is in no way
inconsistent with human evolution.
So Mr. Guardo can rest assured that
the development of the human species is not threatened by the sex lives
of gay people. Mr. Guardo also asserts that "anal sex has never been
considered a proper means of birth
control." Perhaps this true as well.
Again, so what! The vast majority of
individuals who engage in anal sex,
including gays and breeders, do so
for the same reason that motivates
people to engage in any other forms
of sexual activity, to give and to get
pleasure, to express affection, and to
experience intimacy.
Mr. Guardo claims thai homosexual acts "do not foster a strong
family-oriented society and could
propel this disintegration of this institution beyond the limits of our
control." A "strong family-oriented
society" is one in which the flourishing of many forms of family is allowed and encouraged. Our society
fail to be as family-oriented as it
could be by not allowing gays to
form families. Gay men and women
can and do maintain stable and longlasting relationships. They can and
do rear children and many more
would do so if our society did not
place so many obstacles in their way.
One can be gay and reproduce. The
capacity to reproduce is not connected with one's sexual preference.
Many gay men have fathered children and many gay women have
chosen to give birth. If anyonedoesn't
know how this is possible, I am sure
that some of my colleagues in the
Department of Biology will be happy
to provide enlightenment. Further-

more, even if, as Mr. Guardosuggests,
all gay people were segregated into a
separate nation and prevented from
reproducing, that would not mean the
end of homosexuality. Virtually all
gay people are the products of heterosexual parents. Gay people will exist
as long as heterosexuals continue to
have children.
Mr. Guardo also says that accepting homosexuals "would threaten
our present welfare position." I wish
he had explained what this is supposed to mean since ha didn't, I'll
assume he meant that our society's
productivity and creativity would
decline if gay people were allowed to
live openly. In response to this, he
should note that the work force, the
corporate boardrooms, the faculties of
educational institutions, the cultural
institutions, and the halls of government are now filled with gay people
and always have been. Not one shred

8 years came from? And finally, (D)
"A few" individuals? At a conservative estimate, gay and lesbian persons number close to 25,000,000 in
the U.S. alone.
Mr. Guardo, '89, we are everywhere, and we will be watching you.
Trinity LAMBDA is the association
of gay, lesbian and bisexual alumni/
ae of Trinity College, and there are
hundreds of us. We have maintained
a "hands off" position with respect to
most campus activities, but when
you attempt to victimize our lesbian
and gay brothers and sisters on campus, you attempt to victimize us; I
choose not to be a victim of your
flamboyant ignorance. We are everywhere: we are faculty, administration, staff, graduates, students, and
roommates. Should you graduate in
'89 for your sake I hope you do not
encounter any of us in your job applications-bur you never know.
The real tragedy in all of this is
that my values require me to accept
Mr. Guardo, '89. I invite him into the
educational arena where, presumably, the tradition of a liberal arts faculty and curriculum may have its
affect on him, should he be open to
learning. The triumph in all of this is

To the Editor,
Let's see, they've got to be
around here somewhere. Possibly on
this very page there are a bunch of
letters expressing their outrage at Mr.
Joseph Guardo's voicing of his opinion in last week's Tripod. Why not,
we at Trinity all have a responsibility
to furtherthe cause of tolerance, right?
But doesn't tolerance work both
ways? I think that everyone has not
only opinions but also reasons for
their actions. What do you think,
people who express intolerance do it
for the fun of it? People form opinions based on their past experiences,

that Mr. Guardo, '89, has exactly as
much power in my life as I choose to
give him, and I choose to give him
none, and invite all my lesbian and
gay brothers and sister, and all people
of color and oppression, to give him
exactly that much. Mr. Guardo, '89,
you are a perverse heterophile flamboyantly screaming some remarkably
queer ideas.
Sincerely,
Mark Hendrickson '77,
M. Div., M.S.W.
Coordinator, Trinity LAMBDA

To the Editor,
In advocating a "separate nation" for "perverted reprobates," Mr.
Joseph Guardo realizes, I assume,
that his solution for disposing of gay
people is not entirely original. In the
1960's, many White Americans believed thatracialunrestmightbeeliminated if only Black Americans could
be sent back to Africa. During World
War II, Japanese Americans, then

cans are protected by the Bill of Rights
from people like you.

Mr. Guardo had every right to
have his opinion expressed in print, as
long as his letter met the guidel ines set
forth by the Tripod (which it did). By
the same token, the gay community at
Trinity had a right to have their letters
printed, and to have "National Coming Out Day" take place. It seems that
anyone who favors the promulgation
of on£ of these opinions at the total
expense of the other is being a bit
hypocritical. Open discussion of beliefs, regardless of personal sentiment,
is an American ideal, is it not?
There's a word for people who
want to squelch an opinion, merely
due to their disagreement with it: that
word is "fascist".

Sincerely,
Jonathan Cox '89

Respectfully,
William H. Charest '89

more interesting to see the number of
intelligent people saying lhat Mr.
Guardo's letter should not have been
printed, and urging the Tripod not to
print such letters in the future.

Thank God For
The Bill of Rights
Dear Mr. Guardo,
Your views remind me of those
of that short German dictator who
also thought he knew what was good
for everyone. Thank God that Ameri-

Sincerely,
Maurice L. Wade
Assistant Professor of Philosophy

and everybody generalizes with their
experiences. Remember last year
when Dr. King claimed that everyone
has interracial prejudices? He was
generalizing from his experiences.
That really offended me because I
sincerely disagree with him. But
everyone has the right to express their
beliefs, whether it be Dr. King, Sean
Dougherty, or Joe Guardo. I commend the Tripod for standing by its
journalistic freedom and ignoring the
jerks who tell it that it must censor its
contents. In the future I would appreciate it if Darryl "Classless Newspaper"- 11/1/88 Harris and his ilk would
either follow the form "I disagree
because I feel..." or, preferably, pay
close attention to the ideas set forth
by TSM Carlson "Sponsorship Questioned"- 10/5/88 and Andrea Krause
"First Amendment Rights"-10/l 1/88.
Both of these letters address the issue
lhat many Trinity student groups fee!
that the "Trinity Community" is
mysteriously elitist and ganged up
against them.
Mr. Carlson spoke about the dangerous possibility of "recognition"
serving a purpose diametrically opposed to its probable intentions. When
many groups on campus "recognize"
a problem, they all too often feel that
the solution is to apply a generalized
solution which only furthers the problem. For example, I quote a friend:
"...when I got the letter inviting me to

minority orientation, 1 was like, what,
am I retarded or something?" Only if
the teachers of the world continue to
tell us that the races are different will
youth continue to believe it.
Ms. Krause related, with greater eloquence than I am capable of, the
pursuit of knowledge to the intellectual environment in which one lives.
The administration simultaneously
bemoans the academic attitude of the
student body and berates students
expressions. How can students strive
toward understanding while being told
that some animals are more equal
than others? It seems as if many
special-interest groups arc are forcefeeding their beliefs to the community.
While some prejudices can be
attributed to ignorance, 1 feel that it is
wrong to claim that opinions expressed by an individual either insult
or cast a shadow on the community as
a whole. Beliefs which are reprehensible to several individuals cannot be
ignored or destroyed (meaning that
minorities rights and feelings cannot
be trodden upon, of course).
Why should the Tripod be responsible for the contents of unsolicited
letters? Surely each individual has
the right to decide on their own the
extent of the writer's wisdom.
Sincerely,
Scott C. Haddad '90

Solution is not Original

Hypocritical to Deny Publication
To the Editor,
It is interesting to see the amount
of negative response generated by
Joe Guardo's letter from the November 1 issue of the Tripod. It is even

much of the rest of the world, is a
commitment to the rights of individuals to pursue the happiness as they
see fit as long as they do not harm
others. And, we tell ourselves and the
rest of the world that we respect these
rights even when individuals exercise them in ways which offend the
majority. Indeed, we claim that one
of the hallmarks of a free society is
that it protects the individual from
having to live his/herlife according to
the tastes of the majority.
Again, that a Trinity College
Senior could produce a document of
the intellectual and moral poverty of
Mr. Guardo's letter is a sad comment
of the effectiveness of the educational
efforts that my colleagues and 1 have
made.

First Amendment Rights

Response Would be Fruitless
To the Editor:
It is very difficult to begin to
respond to the letter of Joseph G uardo
'89, because it lacks any cohesion
and focus, two qualities which I, as a
former Editor-in-Chief of the Tripod, value. Does Mr. Guardo '89,
believe that his frantic demagoguery
is new? Perhaps he should he should
familiarize himself with the writings
of the Spanish Inquisition, the German Nazis, the Italian fascists and the
American Ku Klux Klan and NeoNazis. Indeed, to begin to respond to
his rantings point by point would be
(dare I say it?) fruitless.
Nevertheless: (a) in many cultures (including many in the United
States) anal sex is in fact considered a
valid form of birth control, and is
widely practiced. However, if this
activity is Mr. Guardo, '89's sole
understanding of gay and lesbian
identity, I begin to understand his
confusion; (b)I am not sure what "our
present welfare position" is that
homosexual persons would threaten
it so, but who does he think legislates,
administers and maintains this system? (c) Not fostering family orientation? Be serious Mr. Guardo '89:
where do you think I and my lover of

of evidence exists to suggest that we
are a less productive and creative
nation as a consequence. Indeed,
even acursory effort at research would
acquaint Mr. Guardo with gay figures
in our history whose contributions to
our society's well-being have been
enormously important. Mr. Guardo
might discover that much of what
makes life in this society valuable to
him has been contributed by gay man
and women. Allowing gay people to
live openly would not reduce these
contributions. In all likelihood, it
would increase them.
Finally, there is Mr. Guardo's
contention that homosexuals threaten
the "morality of our country." Although he never enlightens us to the
content of that morality, it isclearthat
one of the moral commitments that
we Americans claim to have made
and that we proudly point to when
holding ourselves to be superior to

considered undesirable elements,
were given a "separate nation" of
sorts by being quarantined in concentration camps on American soil. Yet,
in this country, the strongest historical precedent for Mr. Guardo's own
"resolution to this [homosexual]
quandary" is provided by the Nazi
treatment of gay people. In the name
of preserving the purity of the German family and of the Aryan race,
Hitler proposed a solution, the Final

Solution: he rounded up offensive
elements, like Jews and homosexuals, "eliminating the problem altogether" by sending them into the
permanent quarantine of the death
camps. By comparison, Mr. Guardo's
suggestion that gay people keep their
mouths shut seems downright tolerant.
Sincerely,
Sheila Fisher
Department of English

Response Serves
Coming Out Day
Mr. Guardo,
Thank you for bringing the
issue of homophobia to the attention of the Trinity community. By
writing you letter you have made
National Coming Out Day more
than just a one day event.
However, we would like to
clarify the term "homophobia".
Webster's defines homophobia as
an irrational fear or dread of homosexualityorhomosexuals. Wehave
never known anyone to be so proud
of irrationality or fear, or to view

those as the "pillars of society".
Since your arguments are so
absurd, we will not address them at
this time. If you would like to
discuss these points, we invite you
to attend one of our meetings on
Thursday, at 7:00 in the Women's
Center. Also we are proposing an
all campus forum at which all views
can be expressed.
Once again we thank you.
Sincerely,
Trinity Gay, Lesbian, Bisexual Alliance
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Op-Ed
Dangers of Vicious
And Narrow Views
To the Editor,
We would like to congratulate
Joseph Guardo, '89, on his letter
entitled "Homophobic Response" in
lasi week's Tripod. It is truly a
masterpiece of of persuasive sarcasm;
a pearl of great wisdom brilliantly
hidden in a pile of utter dreck. Joe's
letter has a lot to teach all of us about
the dangers of vicious and narrowminded views.
The author's first stroke of
genius was making his letter so dogmatic and insensitive, not to mention
poorly written and riddled with errors, that the reader would not for a
moment consider that he was serious.
Completely unintelligible
phrases like "enhance the social
welfare of this nation" and "maximizing their own self-interest" only
made the letter's intent clearer. You
see, Joe is actually pleading with the
Trinity community to recogni/.espite
and hateful ness in a person by giving
us an example of what they look like.
This was an infinitely belter way for
this civil liberties-minded senior to
get his point across than just plainly
stating it. Pretty tricky, Joe.
The best part of the letter though
was undoubtedly the suggestions that
the author had for what to do with
gay folks. By recommending the
formation of a homosexual country
where all those with "alternate lifestyles" could go and die, "thereby

Respecting
Differences
To the Editor,
Joseph Guardo is wrong
about virtually everything he
writes in his November I letter
to the Tripod. But, it is because
of the belief that homosexuals,
blacks, and members of other
racial groups, women, and others, are inferior or somehow not
sufficiently human that Trinity
College's faculty and trustees
have passed a statement of nondiscrimination on the basis of
race, sexual preference,religion,
and other characteristics. This
means that Trinity College officially asserts that respect for
difference is a community value.
1 wish the community shared it.
Sincerely,
Judith V. Branzburg
Affirmative Action Officer

Against
Mission
To the Editor,
In the November I issue of
the Tripod, Joseph Guardo,' 89,
appealed to the "Homophobics
of America" - persons he characterizes as the "pillars of .society" - to join him in his crusade.
Such an appeal is altogether
antithetic to the mission of Trinity College. That mission, in a
statement ratified by the Faculty and Trustees of the College, asserts that Trinity "does
not discriminate on the basis of
age, race, color, religion, sex,
sexual orientation, handicap or
national or ethnic origin..." The
intention of this statement is to
make it perfectly clear that the
College, dissociating itself from
all biases and prejudices, welcomes into its community those
persons traditionally discriminated against.
Sincerely,
Jan Cohn
Dean of the Faculty

eliminating the problem altogether",
silly Joe really shed some light on a
few issues. In his sly, sarcastic way,
Joe showed us what happens when
people's fears and hatreds move up
from their viscera and start gnawing
on the ol' cerebral cortex. That's
right, they go totally bananas and start
talking about gay nation-states.
And so Joe, we take our hats off
to you for showing us what a thousand
gay-awareness symposiums and an
army of President Engl ish's task forces
never could. That stupidly and intolerance really do bear some frightening consequences.

Yours Truly,
TSM Carlson'91
D.L. Molner'9l

1 THINK THEY'RE"TRYING TO TOIUS SQM£THIN<S u .

A Separate Nation for Pillars Tired of
To the Editor,
After reading Joe Guardo's letter which espoused his homophobic
ideals, I must say that I was very
intrigued. I found that his suggestion
of a separate nation for homosexuals
especially interesting. I think that
this idea of anew nation is a good one,
however some revisions should be
made.
Instead of having a separate
nation of homosexuals, I think it would
be easier and more beneficial to have
Joe and other "pillars of society" like
him create a separate nation with a

morally pure population lice from
homosexuals and other undesirables.
I think that the creation of this new
state would make many people happy,
as those who believe in individual
freedoms and tolerance of others
would be free from harassment, while
those who believe in conformity
would be able to build a "strong
family-oriented society" in a clean,
healthy environment.
God forbid, however, if no
women chose to join this new nation
and the founders of this ideal stale,
including Joe, were forced to be re-

duced to homosexuality in order to
satisfy their desires. This would
unfortunately lead lo the extermination of all those in the new nation duo
to its inability lo reproduce.
It would be a real pily if Ihis
were lo be the end result, but I think
the risk is worth taking. Joe should
start making his plans to secede fro*
the country with his band of moral
crusaders and I wish him lots ol luck.
Sincerely.
GeneSuh '«')

Radical Letter Very Offensive
To the Editor,
1 am horrified by Mr. Guardo's
recent letter in the Tripod. I was
halfway through this atrocity before I
realized that it was not a sarcastic
parody, but an educated person's sincere opinion. It scares me lo understand thai the writer of such bigoted
thoughts will graduate next spring as
an "informed" member of society.
The notions expressed in Mr.
Guardo's lelter are unconstitutional.
It is a violation of every citizen's First
Amendment right to Free speech to
ask gay people to "internalize their
sentiments". This suggestion is especially offensive since the wriler is not
internalizing his views one bit. The
radical ideas set forth in this essay
oppose the goals of the "life, liberty,
and the pursuit of happiness" as defined in the Declaration of Independence. "Liberty" means "freedom",
and just as Mr. Guardo values the right
lo publish his views,gays and lesbians
value their freedom lo live their lives
openly, without fear of ostracism and
castigalion by "moral leaders".
Mr. Guardo is uninformed,
demonstrated in his charge that National Coming Out Day was the work
of "a few twisted, irresponsible individuals". The Gay Rights Movement

has hundreds of thousands of supporters, both gay and straight. Also,
1 would remind Mr. Guardo that some
of our great thinkers have been gay,
including Truman Capote, Oscar
Wilde and Leonardo Da Vinci. If
gays and lesbians"comeoul", it shows
that they can announce and even revel
in being "different". Many of Mr.
Guardo's intolerant "pillars of society" are so small-minded precisely
because they are afraid of their own
variations on the "acceptable" norm.
Mr. Guardo claims that gay people
who "come out" are "irresponsible".
What could be more responsible than
maintaining one'sown sanity and selfrespect by being honest with one's
own family and friends? And what
could be more irresponsible than to
"repress" one's natural "tendencies"
at the bidding of such fanatical blather
as Mr. Guardo's letter ("maximizing
their own self-interest"? What does
that mean?)? Finally, I doubt that
even the most paranoid homophones
(and the noun is "homophobe", not
"homophobic") would choose not lo
be "individuals", despite Mr.
Guardo's derogatory use of the word.
1 believe Mr. Guardo would be
surprised at how many of his friends
and colleagues are gay: homosexual-

No Communication
To the Editor,
In response to Nicole Moretti's
article on relationships at Trinity:
I agree thai although there are some
relationships at Trinity which are
intimate and meaningful, quite a few
others seem superficial, or non-existent. Many of my friends, like me, are
also tired of being ignored, and although we would like to get to know
people better, there is a lack of honest
communication.
If you and I and our friends feel
this way, and probably countless
other people at Trinity, why don't
things change? In one situation or
another some of us must have met
before. For some reason, we don't
adequately express our desire to develop good friendships, and yes,
romantic relationships too. Maybe

we need to take more risks. Obviously, some people are already trying,
by doing things like writing a feature
article, which can be very difficult
and intimidating. So even the people
who are unable to lake the first step
can help the situation by responding
positively to the people who are taking the risk.
1 can only analyze this situation
from my own point of view. Would
other people, especially males, be
willing to write in and share their
opinions? That would be a first step
towards understanding each other. I
realize that I need to take more risks
in reaching out to other people. 1
extend the challenge to the readers to
do the same.
Sincerely,
Kathy Yeltema

ity is not a disease, and most gay and
lesbians live fulfilling lives - in and
oul of the bedroom, with no more
undue emphasis on their sexuality
than the rest of the population. I
would advise Mr. Guardo to follow
his own advice and "not vocalize his
| social | preferences to a majority thai
does not wish lo have its sensibilities
offended".
Sincerely,
Maria D. Wood

Ignorance
To the Trinity Community,
I am a lesbian and 1 am
proud of my homosexuality.
When gay people are described
as perverted, immoral, deleterious, hedonistic, scandalous,
abominable, foolhardy, twisted,
irresponsible reprobates, that arc
offending the sensibilities of the
majority by loving someone of
the same sex, I become angry.
The anger I feel is not directed at
Mr. Guanlo individually, but ;>t
the institutions that encourage
these beliefs. I often become
tired of intolerance and oppression. Bui when I am confronted
with an opinion like Joseph
(iuardo's, I know I have no choice
but to liiu! sivengih lo continue.
Until everyone is offended by
such an opinion, regardless ol
sexual preference, and he stands
alone in his fear and hatred, the
fight is not over.
Sincerely,
Caitlin Dean 'Kl>

No Place for
Homosexuals
To the fidilor.
We are writing in regards lo the
letter written by Joseph Guardo in the
last issue of the Tripod. We would
first like lo admire him for slating his
views. We agree with wholeheartedly.
We do not feel that homosexuals have
any place in this society or on this
campus. Their presence here only
degrades the morals of the entire
community and is an ugly blemish on
the face of Trinity College and our
society in general.
Since the Trinity Gay Alliance

was allowed to place their "Coming
Oul Day" paraphernalia around the
campus anil plate the pink triangles
on bulletin hoards, we will be allowed to express our opinion openly.
Homosexuality has its place, but not
on this campus and not inoursoeiety.
Sincerely,
Daniel J. Konstanty
Michael W. Kendricks
Shaun H. O'Mare
James B. Wells

Necessity of Nat'I
Coming Out Day
To the Editor,
The most compelling urjuimeni
for the necessity of a National
Coming Out Day is the fact that the
uninformed and hostile attitudes
about homosexuality and lesbian
and gay people expressed in Mr.
Joseph Guardo's November 1st letter are still i| u ite prevalent in American society and it is clear, at Trinity
College. It is this very ignorance
and hostility that National Coming
Out Day was initiated to address, by
demonstrating that gay and lesbian
people are not "they." but are "us"

--- our friends, colleagues, cosvorkers. teachers, students, parents, children, siblings, and perhaps ourselves, Only when this
reality is understood and appreciated by all in our society and in the
Trinity community will National
Coming Out Day be unnecessary.
Mr. Guardo's letter plainly reveals
that this is not yet the case.
Sincerely.
Bill Silva
Assistant Professor of American
Studies
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Op-Ed
Value of Homosexual Love in Classical Societies
To the Editor,
In his extraordinary virulent and
misinformed letterto rally the "homophobics of America", Joseph Guardo
asserts that "anal sex has [n]ever been
considered a proper means of birth
control" and that homosexuals have
"forced their indiscretions on society.... and... tainted the milieu in which
we live." I take his second statement
to imply that homosexuality is by
nature corrosive to the social order.
In fact, Guardo is wrong on both
counts. Anal sex has often been used
as a perfectly acceptable means of
birth control, especially in ancient
agricultural societies like Greece and
Rome, with which I am most familiar.
Engaged couples in Renaissance Italy resorted to heterosexual anal intercourse to prevenl pregnancy and to
skirt the Church's prohibition of premarital sex.
The place of homosexuality in
the social order is a bigger question.
Guardo should contemplate classical
Athens. Classical Athenian society

not only tolerated but even encouraged male homosexuality between
adultmen and boys. The introduction
of pubescent aristocratic boys to adult
society came through the mediation
of their adull lovers. If he bothers to
look Guardo will find in the works of
Homer, Aristophanes, the tragedians,
the lyric poets, and Plato ample testimony of the value of homosexual
love, (he might start wilh Plato's
Symposium.) Classical Greek society did notcollapse because of homosexual love; it would be better to say
that homosexuals were "the pillars of
society."
Rome also accepted homosexual love as a normal, healthy expression of physical desire; 1 suppose I
needn't remind Guardo that the
Roman .social order evinced an extraordinary stability and prosperity
for several hundred years. Christianity, which came late in the ancient
world, always felt an ambivalence
toward gay sex —- as indeed toward
any sex — but it wasn't until the 12th

and 13th centuries, as part of a growing general intolerance of anything
different, that Western culture began
actively to try to stamp out open
homosexuality and to label acts of
homosexual love as "deviant." (This
process was still going on in the 19th
century.)
There is no historical basis for
the notion that open homosexuality
has "deleterious effects... on society";
that "children should not be reared in
a society that condones these lypes of
activities"; or that open gay sex

"do[es) not foster a strong familyor iented soc iety and could propel [ the]
disintegration of this institution beyond the limits of our control."
In book 17 of the Iliad. Apollo
and Zeus rouse the Trojans and turn
the tide of battle against the Greeks.
Homer says, "The first to begin panicstricken flight was Peneleus of
Boiotia"( 1.597). The Greek word for
"panic-stricken flight" is phobos. the
root of "phobic" in homophobic. Phobos signifies irrational, panicky fear

or terror, brought on nol by the understanding or the intellect, but attributed by Homer, like all other inexplicable,.self-destructive impulses,
to the gods. A' homophobic" is therefore someone who suffers from an
irrational terror, which is nothing for
any self-respecting person to be proud
of.
Sincerely,
Gary Reger
Assistant Professor
History Department

Outright Bigotry
To the Editor,
Until this week I was under the
impression that I had grown hardened
to the general moral ineptitude and
displays of outright bigotry that have
regularly appeared in the Tripod, but
on reading Joseph Guardo's letter
attacking homosexuals, I find that I
am still capable of outrage.
As a heterosexual, I wish to go
on record as condemning his views in
the strongest possible terms. While
the pathetic author, a self-described
"homophobic," may imagine he has
written a brilliant polemic, I find his
letter displays every evidence of deepseated moral andemotional problems.
The poor fellow should seriously
consider seeking psychiatric assistance.
It is you the Editor, Sir, who
must account for your willingness to
print such garbage. If you imagine
that you have a right and responsibility to print anything that strikes your
fancy, you are mistaken. Do not cite
you policy guidelines as extenuation.
No response paper prints hate mail.

The Tripod has varied in its outlook
over the years as editorial boards have
changed, but whoever temporarily
occupies the editorship should uphold the highest standards of journalism. In this you have lamentably
failed.
Sincerely,
H. McKim Steele
Professor of History

Scarcity of Individual Autonomy
To the Editor,
In response to Joe Guardo's letter I would like to talk, not about
homosexuality, but about reason. It
seems Mr. Guardo needs a lesson in
logical argument and ethics. First of
all, what aspect of the morality of our
country is undermined by homosexuality. Could it be the foundation of
the Constitution which is individual
freedom. I doubt it. This country was
founded on the sanctity of individual

HETEROSEXUALITY QUESTIONNAIRE
1. What do you think caused your heterosexuality?
2. When andhowdid youfirstdiscoveryou wereaheterosexual?
3. Is it possible your heterosexuality is just a phase you might
grow out of?
4. Is it possible your heterosexuality stems from a neurotic fear
of others of the same sex?
5. If you've never slept with a person of the same sex and
enjoyed it, is it possible that all you need is a good gay lover?
6. To whom have you revealed your heterosexual tendencies?
How did they react?
7. Why do you heterosexuals feel compelled to seduce others
into your lifestyle?
8. Why do you insist on flaunting your heterosexuality? Can't
you just be what you are and keep it quiet?
9. Would you want your children to be heterosexual, knowing
the problems they'd face?
10. A disproportionate number of child molesters are
heterosexual. Do you consider it safe to expose your children
to heterosexual teachers?
11. Even with all the societal support that marriage receives, the
divorce rate is spiralling. Why are there so few stable
relationships among heterosexuals?
12. Why do heterosexuals place so much emphasis on sex?
13. Considering the menace of overpopulation, how could the
human race survive if everyone was heterosexual like you?
14. Could you trust a heterosexual therapist to be objective?
Don't you fear s/he might be inclined to influence you in the
direction of his/her leaning?
15. How can you become a whole person if you limit yourself to
compulsive, exclusive heterosexuality? Shouldn't you at least
try to develop your natural, healthy homosexual potential?
16. There seem to be very few happy heterosexuals. Techniques
have been developed to help you change if you really want to.
Have you considered aversion therapy?
These are questions that are asked of homosexuals frequently.
We have turned them around in this questionnaire and ask
them of heterosexuals. This questionnaire is not meant to be
offensive. Rather, it is meant to show, in a humorous way, how
ridiculous some of the questions asked of homosexuals can be.

autonomy above all else. The founding fathers wrote into the Constitution
all conceivable rights to protect absolutely the autonomy of individuals to
do as they please so long as their
actions do not threaten the rights of
others. Mr. Guardo hopes to argue
that allowing the accepting homosexuality will aiding the dissolution
of society's morality. He does not say
how. In addition, one cannot argue
that homosexuality would increase
due to our acceptance and toleration
and therefore threaten to change the
basic unit of society, the family. This
is because it is not a conscious decision. No one decides to be homosexual any more than I decide to be
heterosexual. Given that Mr. Guardo

cannot substantiate his claim about
breaking down society other than his
own abhorrence and given the fact
that homosexuals' actions do not in
any way infringe upon the actions of
others, he does not have a leg to stand
on regarding his claims about homosexuality and the morality of the United
States. In fact, Mr. Guardo doe.s not
even have what one could call a moral
position. There are many moralities
and moral positions in the world, many
of which would disgust and offend the
average person, and yet they can
conform to a basic criteria of what it
means to hold a moral position. To
hold a moral position one must have a
reason underlying a belief, distaste
not included. Although I am sure Mr.

supremacist? To dump Mr. Guardo's
disgusting letter on the Trinity Community without editorial comment or
rebuttal was an irresponsible act of
journalism.

Guardo's only reason for thinking
homosexuality immoral is disgust, I
wil 1 give him the benefit of the doubt
and assume that he does believe in
nature and the natural function of the
human body as reason for his belief.
So, he maintains that homosexuality
is against nature because sex is only
for propagation of the species. Wei I,
what do you think would happen if
every time people hadsex a child was
produced. I think you get the picture.
Is it possible, Mr. Guardo, that sex
has another natural function equally
primacy, namely the derivation of
pleasure. Sex naturally gives great
pleasure and has become the most
natural way to communicate intense
feelings of affection. What I have
stripped Mr. Guardo's letter down to
is basically, "I hate homosexuals and
so should everyone else." What is
truly disturbing about Mr. Guardo's
letter down is not the attitude behind
it, but the stupidity that created it. It
is bad enough to hold such ludicrous
viewsof intolerance; it is far worse to
think you can defend them on moral
grounds.

Sincerely,
Seth Goodwin '89

Sincerely,
Michael Strassman '89

Repugnant Letter
To the Editor,
Mr. Guardo's letter is the most
repugnant piece of writing that I have
ever seen in the Tripod. As a matter
of fact, it is one of the most offensive
pieces that I have read anywhere.
What breeds such intolerance and
hatred of other human beings?
Historically it has been just this
type of intolerance that has fueled the
violence visited upon minorities and
other peoples over the world. To this
day, acts of extreme violence continue to be committed as one group of
people decide that another group id
unfit to live on this earth, or in a
particular country. Mr, Guardo's
beliefs clearly lie along these oppressive lines, and they are a terrifying
reminder of the intolerance and ignorance that breed discrimination and
violence.
Given the repugnant nature of
the letter I believe it was a serious
lapse of judgement for the Tripod to
print it without any kind of editorial
comment orrebuttal. Would another
equally racist, anti-Semitic or sexist
letter also be published without any
rebuttal or editorial comment? If the
answer is yes, then I question the
integrity of the editor who allows
such letters to go unchallenged. If the
answer is no, then why is a letter by an
extreme homophobe any less repugnant than a letter written by a white

Letter is Beneficial
To the Editor,
In response to the letter, 1 November 1988, we express our amazement at yourabsurd arguments which
have no foundation in logic or rationality. Your idea of a separate country
for gays is ludicrous. Most gays are
born of heterosexual parents; therefore, in your "straight" country more
homosexuals would be born every
year. Homosexuality is not a contagion to be quarantined. If one's sexuality is determined by example than

everyonewouldbeheterosexual. You
have isolated homophobia as a real
problem on this campus, which until
your letter was unacknowledged by
the majority of the Trinity community. Thank You. In calling this issue
to the campus' attention, you have
brought out support fort he homosexual members of our community.
Sincerely,
AmyB.Fiske*89
Kelly T. Keating '89

Send Your Letters
To Box 1310
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News
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Clawson Lectures
On Nepali Women
-By Barbara ScudderSpecial to the Tripod
In an effort to learn about the
lives of the people in Nepali culture,
Tory Clawson '89 traveled to the tiny
Hindu kingdom of Nepal, sandwiched
between China and India, last fall on
the Trinity Hunger Action Project
Fellowship (THAPF).
Clawson
shared her experience last Wednesday, with an open slide show presentation to the Trinity Community. The
talk entitled,"Nepali Women," focused on the educational and developmental efforts in Nepal, especially
pertain ing to the women of that country.
Nepal isaprimarily Hindu country, though many citizens practice
both Hinduism and Buddhism. In
Hinduism, a person is born into a
social structure called the caste system. Every one is bom into a certain
role, which they must play to the best
of their ability. The result Ls a culture
full of guidelines and restrictions for
behavior.
Clawson talked about what some
of those rules are for women and how
they affect women's lives and work.
A woman's duly in life is to marry a
husband, to serve him well and treat
him as a god. "In childhood, a woman
is subject to her father; in youth her
husband and in old age, her sons,"
said Clawson. "A woman should not
be independent, boisterous, or resistant todoing what herhusband wants."
Clawson went on to speak on the
women's role in the family. When a
Nepali woman becomes a daughterin-law, she is considered the lowest
member of the family. Her status
rises as she has children, especially
sons. Polygamy is prevalent in Nepal; if she can't have children or
doesn't give birth to sons, her husband can marry again. A lot of times
there will be tension between her and
her mother-in-law, who is the woman
of highest status in the household.
"On the other hand, women hold
a certain amount of power in the
family," Ciawson said. "They are
responsible for morning worship
(puja)....and are responsible for much
of the religious purity in the family."

A woman also often fasts for the good
of her family.
During the religious festival,
"Tij," a woman can go out in public
without her husband, dance, sing and
take the day off from her daily routine. Her husband may even cook her
a good meal and treat her especially
well.
Another problem for women is
that the education in Nepal hasn't
been as widely available to women as
it has been to men. "Statistics say that
56% of Nepali boys and only 22% of
Nepali girls go to school," said
Clawson, "Young girls are needed to
help with the housework...Education
is considered more of an investment
for boys. With an education they are
able to support their parents, whom
Continued on Page 9

Life on Other Planets
-By John ClaudNews Stuff Writer

WESLEYAN UNIVERSITY
Once again the Wesleyan fraternities are running into trouble with
Middletown police.
Frat parlies may soon become
the object of I.D. checks. A crackdown on underage drinking would
include carding students who attend
fraternity parties, as well as examining frats' liquor licenses. Two
Wesleyan students were arrested on
alcohol-related charges at a local liquor store as part of the crackdown.
In other news from Wesleyan,
the Board of Trustees voted to remove student's participation in reviewing individual faculty tenure.
The Student Education Trustee resigned in protest over the decision.
Students are reading the move as a
blatant effort by the Trustees to take
power away from them.
AMHERST COLLEGE
Amherst students had reason to
celebrate when the U.S. News and
World Report survey of colleges was

Math Profs Divide
On Calculators
(CPS)—College professors stil I can'I
decide whether to let students use
calculators in math classes and on
exams.
In a survey of the nation's math
profs by the Educational Testing
Service (ETS), faculty members were
nearly evenly divided between those
who opposed using the devices (43
percent) and those who endorsed it
(40 percent).
"Some think it's not a good idea,
becatise students tend to use them too
much and push buttons without really
thinking about the problem," said Jane

Senior Tory Clawson delivers a lecture on women in Nepal. I'hoio iiy Lisa Denny

Kupin, a math test developer for ETS.
"Then there's the fairness issue." Some students, she explained,
can afford better calculators than
others.
"On the other hand, some say
that (calculators) are a part of modern
life, that students need them in college, so why not on entrance exams,"
said Kupin, who helped write ETS's
"Survey of the Use of Hand Calculators and Microcomputers in College
Mathematics Classes," conducted in
the spring of 1987 and whose results
were released last week.

Stand Up and
Be Counted!
VOTE
TODAY!

issued the second week of October.
Amherst was ranked as the second best "national liberal arts" college in the country. Swarthmore
College was ranked first in this category. The survey was compiled using
consultation with college presidents,
deans, and admissions officers, considering four areas of criteria: student
selectivity, faculty quality, student
retention, and resources.
The installation of condom
machines has given the Lord Jeffs
another reason to shout for joy. The
machines were installed inboth men's
and women's bathrooms in the campus center. The College hopes that
the machines will not only promote
the use of condoms, but will encourage more people lo talk about them.
WILLIAMS COLLEGE
While Amherst was celebrating,
Williams students received a crushing blow to theiregos with the release

of the U.S. News survey on colleges.
Williams lost its number one
ranking to Swarihniorc in the report.
Williams administrators referred to
the poll as foolish and said that it was
just as foolish when Williams was
ranked first. Other NESCAC schools
ranked in (he top 15 of this category
include Wesleyan, Rowdoin, and
Middlebury.
COLGATE UNIVERSITY
Colgate skiers were in tears the
first week of October as the school's
January term waseliminatedfrom the
schedule.
The Academic Affairs Board
voted out the January special studies
term by a 3-1 vole. January studies
will be phased out beginning with the
Class of 1992. Students who still
must have the January term as a graduation requirement will be given priority this winter. That includes about
1200 juniors and seniors.

As a Marine Officer, you could be in charge of a
Mach2 + F/A-18A,avertical take-off Harrier or
one of our other jets or helicopters. And you could
do it by the time you're 23. But it takes a special
commitment on your part. We
I IE II I I I I1 I I
\
i
i I
i II
11 i
11 i
11 ii i

Marl ford, Conn.- -United Technology
Corporation!UTC) has donated
$ I ()().()()() dollars lo The Campaign
for Trinity, College President James
F. English has announced.
The UTC gift will be used in the
construction of an electro mechanical
engineering laboratory in the new
academic building. The new building will also house Trinity's Department of Engineering and Computer
Science, the Computing Center and
the Department of Mathematics.
Robert I-'. Daniell, UTC chairman, CEO and president said," As
one of Connecticut's largest employers, UTC realizes the future of our
company and that of the nation rests
with our youth. We are pleased lo
join with Trinity lo provide student
engineers with the learning environment needed to ensure a quality education."
The electro-magnetic engineering laboratory is designed to provide
students with practical experimental
experience in the areas of mechanics,
thermodynamics, fluids and materials. The activities in the laboratory
will enable engineering students to
better understand the fundamental
concepts presented in the classroom.
"We appreciate the generosity
of United Technology Corporal ion in
supporting this important project,"
English said. "Our Engineering students will benefit greatly from their
activities in the new academic building, especially from the hands-on
experience they will acquire in the"
electro-mechanical laboratory."
The Campaign for Trinity is a
three year, $42 million fund raising
effort launched in September 1986.
The Campaign reached its goal eight
months ahead of schedule, but fund
raising activity will continue until the
official end of the drive in June.

or junior, ask about our Platoon Leaders Class
program. If you're a senior, check out our Officer
Candidate Class programs. Starting salaries are
from $18,000 to $24,000. And you can
count on going

Go farther,
faster.

ii I

i
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News
Jalbert Presents "Sojourn
In China" Slide Show
-By Stephanie TuckerNcws Writer

The Women's Center was
packed last Thursday afternoon for
an hour-long slide show on China by
Assistant Dean of Students Katherina
Jalbert.
She spent three weeks examining China's sights, scenery and ethnic
cultures. Jalbert and her two companions made visits from the busy
British-style city of Hong Kong to the
mountainous country villages like
Dali, with only a few day's stop at
each destination.
Jalben's tour was led by coworker Lynn Walsh, who has taught
English for two years in the Chinese
countryside.
Jalbert met her friends in the
humidity of Hong Kong after an
eleven hour flight from New York.
She spent her first three days in a

hostel on the riverfront. Her slides of
the city depicted New York-style
street peddlers and double-decker
buses, which made a sharp contrast
with bamboo clotheslines and oriental pagodas of the Tiger Gardens.
Next on the tour was Guangzhou,
or Canton, a city not far from Hong
Kong. Her presentation revealed a
city of sidewalk shops. A large bird
market especially impressed Jalbert
and her friends, as did the Sun-Yat
Sen Memorial and the Five Rams
statue included in many myths, she
said. She found cultural differences
between the United Stales and China
to be prevalent. One example was the
use of ceramic trash cans.
The group traveled by train
throughout their journey, including a
24-hour long ride to the city of Guilin.
They took a six-hour river cruise from
Guilin to view the scenery of the
countryside. When they journeyed
west to the city of Kunming, they

witnessed a service in a bamboo
Buddhist temple.
Jalbert said they found Dali, a
small rural village in southwestern
China especially interesting. She
noted the wide range of dress in the
area — from jeans, to colorful embroidered costumes, to traditional
blackclothing. "Chinese villages like
Dali are quite primitive," she explained. "No buildings are higher
than two stories and everything is
sold in the main street open market."
Last on the tour was trip to the
Great Wall near Beijing and to the
enormous gates of the once "Forbidden City." Jalbert pointed out that she
felt a sense of security when walking
around Beijing. She also illustrated
the great number of bicycles that the
Chinese use in place of cars.
Despite her joking remarks to
friends about her lack of skill in photography, Jalbert conducted her show
with enthusiasm.
Kay Jalbert

SGA Info Box
-Discussed remodeling of the cave and the game room
by Ann Gushee.
-Motion: To begin efforts to give students access to
photocopying facilities in Mather.
-Motion: To begin efforts to improve ATM facilities.
A) A machine in social center
B) Allow students to withdraw $5 &
$10 denominations
C) Depositing facilities
-John Cox spoke about the Iron Pony Pub. He said he
was waiting for liquor permit paper work to be returned
to him. After he receives a permit, he can begin talking
to administrators about a site for the pub. Hopefully in
about a month, John and Pike Peters will be looking for
student input on the design and format of the new Iron
Pony Pub.
-The Social Center is open and food services are
available. The hours for food service are M-Th from 812, and pizza is now available.
-ConnPIRG recommended that SGA dorm
representatives collect soap for the needy. A motion
was made that SGA support the ConnPIRG hunger
week.

Photo by Lisa Denny

Symposium Asks: Who
Picks What You Study?
-By W.M. BrownSpeciul to the Tripoli
During Open Period, the Dean
of the Faculty sponsored a symposium entitled "Art, Knowledge, and
Ideology." Several papers were presented which examined the relationship of authors' ideological commitments to their creative work in art,
poetry, science, and philosophy. We
were not surprised to find that we
raised more questions than we answered.
Among those questions are several which will become the focus of a
second symposium next spring; they
directly touch the life of the college.
These questionsconcern the way
in which certain materials — books,
art works, or theories, for example —
have been selected as the approved
core of studies in various disciplines.
They are often referred to as the
"canon" and in the case of literary
studies include the works sponsored
by the descendants of New Critical
and Modernist movements as constituting a core of the best of British and
American writings. As a result, they
set the standards for "quality" literature used in curriculum planning,
teaching, and graduate study in colleges and universities.
The canon has increasingly come

An invitation to Trinity Students and Faculty
INVISIBLE IDEOLOGY:
TEXT, SYLLABUS & CURRICULUM
Is there a hidden agenda in your studies? Who decides what is
important and what is irrelevant in science, art, and the humanities?
What invisible ideologies lurk behind the book lists of this college, this
country, and this civilization?
The recent symposium on art, knowledge, and ideology explored the collision (and sometimes
collusion) of lacism and poetry, philosophy, and psychology. The symposium committee is
planning a sequel to be held on Monday, February 20, 1989. The spring symposium will explore
the unstated assumptions (often about gender, race or class) that structure contemporary
scholarship and teaching - the politics lurking behind our daily intellectual and social life.

We invite all students and faculty to submit proposals for short papers or presentations on any
aspect of invisible ideology. Please submit your ideas or outlines to Jan Conn, Dean of the
Faculty, by Wednesday, November 30.

under challenge by champions of other
literary traditions or of works typically neglected or denigrated by the
canon's advocates. Critics claim thai
the canon embodies ideological
commitments or assumptions which
render it suspect. They seek to modify (if not totally reject) the canon by
substitution and replacement with
works representing other literary efforts and groups: the repressed, poor,
and enslaved; women, third-world
writers, gays; other literary genres
such as science fiction, fantasy, and
domestic narratives. Together with
this critique of the canon come new
styles of criticism, intense efforts to
change the occupants of positions of
academic power, and a reaffirmation
of the politics of dissent.
The discussionsof this issue have
become increasingly vociferous and
divisive since the outcome will affect
many accepted views about critical
standards, curriculum reform, the
politics of the academy, and the intellectual status of cultural norms.
My initial reaction to this furor
in literary circles was that it could
only happen in literature! Surely
philosophy, my own field, was immune to such squabbling. Who, after
all, could doubt the centrality within
the philosophical canon of Plato or
Descartes or Kant or Hume? But on
second thought, that response seems
naive. There has been, for example,
in recent years a sometimes bitter
battle within the American Philosophical Association concerning the
dominance of what is usually called
"analytic" philosophy whose exponents were seen as giving short shrift
to minority philosophical traditions
such as Catholic philosophy, American philosophy, and, above all, philosophy stemming from twentieth
century continental writers and from
older metaphysical traditions. Under
the bannerof "p[uralism,"efforts have
been made to wrest control of the
professional associations from proponents of the analytic approach.
In other ways, too, challenges
have been made to canonical works,
for example, to Harvard philosopher
John Rawls', A Theory of Justice,
denying its claim to represent an ideologically neutral conception of justice.
And, on reflection, it seems these
issues were anticipated as early as
196! in the influential book by Thomas Kuhn, The Structure of Scientific Revolutions. There, Kuhn argued for an evolutionary view of the
development of scientific knowledge

in which successive scientific paradigms are replaced by "incommensurable" newer ones. The parvenus
then achieve their canonical status by
dint of a kind of political revolution
whose central mechanisms are the
transformation of the scientific community by generational attrition and
religious conversion like experiences
of scientists who adopt new paradigms in spite of earlier training and
allegiances.
The central controversy about
this view, which continues to agitate
philosophers and others who have
applied Kuhn's mode of analysis to
other fields, is whether successive
paradigms are really incommensurable, that is, not capable of mediation by rational criticism and investigation. The specter of relativism
haunts the acceptance of the most
extreme view of Ihe implications of
Kuhn's conclusions.
Other fields where this controversy has overflowed are psychology, where behaviorists.developmentalists, cognitivists, and experimentalists coexist in uneasy alliance;
anthropology, where cultural and
physical anthropologists often need
to be physically separated to prevent
self-destruction; the law, where "critical legal theorists" and feminist critics are seeking to reform legal education and our conception of the function of legal systems; sociology, where
the canonical status of structuralism/
functionalism is now in near rout;
history, where open warfare is not a
so much a repudiated focus of historical studies as it is the status of historiographical debates. What is going
on here?!
Can such debates be rationally conducted? Is such change a matter of
social or political power in the academy and at large? Is change only a
matter of shifting from one ideological scheme to another? Is there no
way to mediate such controversy by
appeal to standards or criteria or norms
which do not beg the question in deep
and unhelpful ways? Is the curriculum a reflection only of long entrenched ideological interests which
have no other justification?
My own judgment is that these
disputed issues can be resolved, in
large part, without resorting to power
politics. But let me encourage you to
submit papers for the symposium and
to attend. The curriculum in question
is your own!
W.M. Brown is a professor of
philosophy at Trinity College.
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Campus Protests Against Trinity to Publish
Student Plays
CIA are on the Rise
(CPS) — Students at the University
of New Mexico, Vermont's Middlebury College and Colorado's Regis
College protested against Central
intelligence Agency recruiting on
their campuses in recent weeks, but
the spy agency says it will continue to
interview students from those colleges for jobs.
Meanwhile, a Boston University professor says he may have been
unwittingly used by the CIA to illegally drum up support for the Reagan
administration's policies in Central
America and Afghanistan.
The campus protests are just the
latest waves of anti-CIA sentiment
that have swept colleges in recent
years. The agency's critics say the
CIA has toppled duly-elected governments in Chile and Guatemala,
and promotes terrorism by supporting right-wing rebels in Central
America and Africa.
In recent years, vehement protests against the agency's activities
have unfolded at the universities of
Minnesota, Colorado, Massachusetts,
Iowa, Washington, Vermont, North
Carolina at Charlotte and CaliforniaLos Angeles, as well as Brown University, Ohio State and the State
University of New York at Albany, to
name just a few.
Several colleges, including
Colorado and Brown, no longer invite the agency to recruit on campus
because of the protests, CIA spokeswoman Sharon Basso said. But that
doesn't mean the agency is no longer
recruiting students at those schools.
"Some universities have asked
us not to come on campus, but they
haven't banned us," Basso explained.
"Our recruiters work with their placement offices. We're still organizing
interviews" that are conducted offcampu.s.
About 100 Middlebury College
students protested a campus recruiting visit by the CIA, charging the
agency discriminates against homosexuals.
"Middlebury sets itself up as an
institution that's not going to accept

discrimination," said senior Kurt
Broderson. "And yet they aid and
abet the CIA."
Participants in a small counterdemonstration, however, said CIA
recruitment should be allowed at the
college for "freedom of choice."
When the anti-CIA contingent
chanted "CIA Gotta Go," CIA supporters sang a chorus of "God Bless
America."
Basso said the agency "may
have" refused to hire homosexuals in
the past because they were open to
blackmail and posed a security risk.
But the agency now has a "written
policy" forbidding sexual preference,"
she said. "We look at every aspect of
an individual. If they are stable and
there's not something in their background that's open to blackmail, and
they meet our standards, they will be
hired."
"Homosexuality, like drug use,
is not an automatic disqualifier," she
said.
Protesters at New Mexico confronted CIA recruiters visiting the
school Sept. 26 during Government
Career Day. The recruiters left the
campus after a brief shouting match
with student demonstrators. Dana
Wise, a protest organizer, said he
asked the CIA representatives to discuss the agency's covert operations
wilh students, but they refused.
About a dozen students opposed
to the CIA held a candlelight vigil at
Regis College Oct. 11 while agency
officials met withjobcandidates. "We
want to let the CIA know that we are
not forthem,"said student John Barth.
"We are not in agreement with what
they are doing."
At Boston, H. Joachim Maitre,
dean of BU's College of Communication, said he might have been entangled unwittingly in a domesticpropaganda campaign conducted by
the CIA, but maintained there was no
proof of it.
The Boston Globe reported in
early October that two projects directed by Maitre — a journalism
program for Afghan refugees and a

documentary on the Nicaraguan
Contras — were part of an illegal CIA
campaign to draw public support to
the Reagan administration's policies.
Maitre said the project "could
very well have been" part of a covert
effort, but there was no solid evidence it was.
The National Security Council,
and not the CIA, coordinated those
projects, Basso said. She pointed out
the "we're banned by law from propagandizing the American public."

Shanty Symbol Gains
Favor with Protestors
(CPS) —The makeshift "shanty" —
until recently an icon of the campus
anti-apartheid movement — seems to
have become everybody's favorite
symbol this school year,
Indiana University, for example,
sports an anti-rape shanty and, brie fly
in mid-October, had a shanty protesting lU's crackdown on student alcohol abuse.
In early October, volunteers at
an off-campus soup kitchen built a
shanty on the University of Pennsylvania campus because Penn has yet lo
help establish a promised "survival
center" for Philadelphia's homeless.
To object to "U.S. money to
Israel subsidizing the oppression of
Palestinians," Muzmmil Ahamed's
Muslim Students Association built
an anti-Zionist shanty at the Universily of Michigan, where shanties
protesting racism, the Reagan administration's Central American policies
and — yes — even apartheid in South
Africa also have crowded onto campus.
At some schools, students these
days are building shanties to protest
shanties.
Mike Rubin, a Universiiy of

Nepali Women Lecture
Continued from Page 6
they will live with even after marriage."
"Besides, men feel that women
will become uncontrolable if they gel
educated," continued Clawson.
Though it is written in the Nepali
Constitution that there shall not be
any discrimination on the the basis of
castes, religion, or sex, it is not well
enforced. However, western influence and local development efforts
have started to change some of the
underlying discrimination against
women.
Another problem for women is
when they are accused of a crime.
"They can't defend themselves because they will come across as boisterous and talkative, which are bad
qualities for women to have." said
Clawson. "People then assume that
women are obviously guilty."
Clawson then went on to speak
of the United Nation's, "Decade of
Development (1975-1985)" and its
efforts in Nepal. In its first year, a
study was done called, "The Stains of
Women in Nepal." It looked at women
of different castes and identified problems, solutions and the efficacy of
them. One of the report's conclusions was that women need to be
involved in the development efforts
designed for them.
"This is difficult to do," said
Clawson, "It's not in their nature.
They come to a meeting, but they
probably won't say anything."
Clawson believes the best development plan for women is "non-formal
education." This program is a plan

which comes out of the World Education organization based in Boston
which is designed to increase
women's awareness about (he world
and increase their self-confidence.
The program teaches ihese women to
read and write and helps them gain a
sense of confidence in non-formal
education classes.
Clawson explained the logistics
of this and other development efforts.
The non-formal education classes are
scheduled to run for three months, but
they need to be followed up in order
to continued the women's learning.
There are now attempts being made
to get villagers to run the programs
themselves. Some of the problems
with the education program is thai
teachers have problems building a
rapport with the students. Also these
instructors, or "facilitators," sometimesdon'tknow what they are teaching and make a lot of mistakes.
Other development efforts include an "income generation project," for women which give incentives such as bank credit for agriculture, animal husbandry or craft making.
In addition, the Save the Children foundation, which Clawson
worked with closely, and UNICEF
are establishing themselves in several townships (Ponchiyas) in Nepal.
Clawson concluded her presentation wilh a slide show that included
many pictures of the Nepali landscape and the scenes from daily life.
Many of the slides traced the daily
schedule of women, starting from their
morning chores to their nightly infor-

copies of the new book titled,
"Strawberries, Potatoes and Other
Fantasies," which will be available at the reception. For advance
copies call 297-2330.
Albee, who lives in New York
City, attended Trinity during the
late 1940's. He is besl known for
his play. "Who's Afraid of Virginia Wooir.'" He won two Pulitzer Prizes for his plays,"A Delicate Balance! I %6) and "Seascape"! 1974). He continues lo
direct his plays in the United Slates

Hartford, Conn.— Playwright
Edward Albee, who wrote the introduction to a new collection of
piays written by Trinity College
undergraduates, will participate in
a book signing on Monday, Nov.
21 at Trinity.
The book signing and reception wiil be held in the Austin Arts
Center lobby form 3:30 p.m. to
5:30 p.m. The public is invited to
attend free of charge. The student
playwrights and Albee will sign

mal education classes.
As difficult as their life seems,
women in Nepal do manage to lead an
enjoyable existence. Said Clawson,
"The women have a strong sense of
community amongst themselves.
They feel a sense of solidarity. They
told me, 'We are women together."

they don'! last long. Texas\ "hovel"
and Yale's "gulag" lasied barely a
month before being dismantled.
Adams says Ill's anti-rape shanty has
been vandalized "50 limes" since it
went up May 7.
In early August, it was firebombed.
Shanties at the Universities of
Utah and Washington as well as at
Johns I lopkins Universiiy have been
attacked repeatedly by vandals.
Denise Szwmczak of Texas's Democracy in Acadcmia says hergroup's
shanty had been beaten, burned and
run over by a car.
During the summer, Florida
physician and Yale alumnus F.lwood
Bracey, 52, was convicted of setting
fire lo an anti-apartheid shunt y at Yale,
because, as Bracey attorney Douglas
Daniels explained, "the shanties were
perceived as a desecration of" a
campus plaza dedicated to the school's
war dead.
Police at the universities of
Colorado and California-Davis and
at Western Michigan Universiiy razed
shantytowns at those campuses, generally citing them as safety hazards.
It's gotten so that anti-apartheid
activists themselves are wrecking
(hem. too. On October I, members of
Washington's siudems Against Apartheid voluntarily dismantled their
shanty, al though UW has yet to divest
itself of all ils slock in firms (hat do
business in segregationist South Africa.
"This doesn't mean the shanty
didn't serve its purpose." said SAA
spokesman Gary Nelson. "Ii also
doesn't mean we're giving up. H
simply means we're trying another
tactic."

Texas-Austin junior, for instance,
helped build a "hovel"on the school's
mall righl next to an anti-apartheid
shanty.
Rubin, president of the University Libertarian Group, said the
"hovel" dramatized poor living conditions in the Soviet Union, hut that ii
also was a demonstration ol'anlipathy
toward the two-year-old apartheid
structure.
"1 wanted to educate people to
the idea that divesting is not a good
idea," he explained, "and draw attention to the plight of ihe people in the
Soviet Union. In South Africa the
blacks are oppressed, but not as bad
as everyone in the Soviet Union."
Ami-shanty students, at Yale
University built a similar "gulag" las
school year.
"Symbols are always fluid,"
noted Todd CJ it I in. a University of
California - Berkeley professor who
authored "The Sixties: Yearsof 1 lope.
Days of Rage."
"People are always adapting a
symbol with one meaning and giving
it another," Gitlin added. "That's
what happens with flags."
Added Dr. Ohnuki Tierney of
the Center for Advanced Studies in
Behavioral Sciences near Stanford,
"People can read symbols upside
down. One group can see it one way
and another, another way."
Ann Adams, an Indiana student
who helped build Ill's anti-rape
shanty, was looking for a way for
IU's administrators to see they "were
only paying lip service to the issue of
women's safety. There wasn't the
work being done or ihe money being
given."
For ongoing symbols, however.

ConnPIRG
By Jen VanCampen
ConnPIRG Correspondent
The fact that 25 people die
per minute worldwide because of
starvation and hunger related diseases is staggering. That number
is so enormous, it is inconceivable
to anyone who can at any time pop
an M+M into their mouth. Besides, who's ever known anyone
who has starved to death, or had lo
sleep in a cardboard box or even
had to eat in a soup kitchen?
Well, this is in fact the biggest problem; you and most of the
wealthy politicians in America
don't see hunger and homelessness as something in our lives or
within the scope of "real" problems.
Right here in Connecticut,
one of the wealthiest states in the
nation, it is estimated that 250,000
residents lack sufficient food:
Hartford and New Haven are two

of the top ten poorest cities in the
nation. It isn't just the old men drinking from brown bags and cursing at
you on Main Street, it's the families
and children.
Hartford, New Haven and Bridgeport have, respectively, the second, sixth and eighth highest childpoverty rates in the nation. What
happens to (he kid in America who
doesn't gel enough to eat? What
happens when American citizens
refuse to pay more taxes (hat go to
"lazy inner city folk?"
The average food stamp allotment for a family of four is $35 a
week. Think about it. That's pizza,
lunch in the cave, and I wo six packs of
beer. What many of us spend in one
week, families have to feed four
people.
Underfed children are not as fully developed as
normal children. They fatigue more
quickly, are more susceptible to illness., and less attentive in school.
There are also now indications thai
infants who have gone hungry for an

extended period of lime may develop permanent brain damage.
The result of all this are
"special classes" for those underachieving students, higher drop out
rates, and ultimately higher crime
rates. What about your taxes then?
Do you want die police lo fight
increased crime with imaginary tax
support.
The purpose of the Hunger
and lloinelessness week isn't lo
make you feel guiliy for where you
have happened lo be born. It's
simply lo make you care. I lunger
and homelessness are enormous,
complicated problems which none
of us could easily solve.
We do pay for it somewhere
along the line. It is a problem we
can no longer stand for both morally and economically. All we ask
is that you care, that these facts
revolt you. and that you teach
someone else to care. For as soon
as ii is a concern for all then it will
be a problem to none.
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Spotlight
Strawberries, Potatoes, & Other Fantasies
-By Christine SmithSpotliglit Editor

It is fairly often that we hear of a
professor who is having some kind of
work published, either a novel, or a
textbook or years' worth of research.
But how often do we hear of students
whose work is getting published? It
is certainly not quite as common.
However, the time has come.
This fall a group of eight student
playwrights, through the efforts of
various members of the Trinity community, will have (heir works published. This event in and of itself is
truly deserving of praise.
Even more interesting is the fact
that the students have gotten Edward
Albee, the legendary American playwright, to write a forward for the
collection. Albee who attended Trinity College during the late 1940s will
be here on campus on Monday, November 21 along with the eight young
writers to sign copies of the collection.
How did all of this come about?
Arthur Feinsod, Chairman of the
Theatre/Dance Department and eoordinatorof the publication offered some
insight into the amount of time and
effort put into the volume.
It is application of student plays
which were written by Trinity students between the years of 1985 and
1988, a period during which. Professor Feinsod said, "we have had some
very exciting playwrights." Most of
them were written by upperclassmen
in Professor Feinsod's drama classes,
although there were one or two written by freshmen and sophomores. One
play, for example, written by Hank
Lewis '89, came from the first 10page
assignment of the introductory 102
class.
Feinsod continues, "Basically I
was very interested in putting together
this volume of student plays but I
wasn't sure if they would hold up by
the standards of what is usually published." So, he sent a copy of the
plays to Greg Learning, Dramaturgof
the Hartford Stage Company who
chooses plays for the Company to
perform. Feinsod asked him to read
the plays and see if they were worthy
of being published by the standards of
the Hartford Stage Company.
Greg wrote a very supportive
letter back, saying, "I am very impressed with the level of sophistication evidenced in the work submitted.
Your students have developed an

extraordinary ability to handle the
one-act play form." He continued,
"By praising these writers with publication, you are providing encouragement and support, the necessary
impetus to spur these writers on to a
continued exploration of play writing.
I truly believe that if all academic
programs provided lhis kind of recognition, the state of American playwriting would be in a far better position than it is today."
With that kind of positive artistic input, Feinsod managed also to get
the monetary support he needed—
from the faculty, including Dr. Milla
Riggio of the English Department,
Jan Cohn. Dean of Faculty and the
Theatre/Dance department; Mrs.
Genevieve Goodwin and the Jesters.
These co-sponsors contributed
enough money to allow 2000 copies
of the volume to be published. The
compilation is expected to be ready
on November 16.
As the finishing touch, Tim
Cunningham, the co-editor of the
volume, wrote to Edward Albee asking for his help and Albee responded
saying he would be happy to write a
forward introduction to the works. In
this forward, Albee praises the young
writers. He writes, "And what a joy it
is for a playwright who has been
around fora while—thirty years! My
God! Can it be possible?—to experience the dedicated works of his
younger fellows; for example: the
seven plays and three monologues
(from plays) by the eight young playwrights represented in this collection..." Thus the volume was complete.
It begins with a preface by Professor Feinsod, thanking those people
who had contributed in various ways,
then Albee's optimistic forward, followed by the ten works. These works,
seven plays and three monologues
taken from larger plays, are written
by students who both have graduated
from Trinity (Jennifer Rider, Hank
Lewis and Jennifer Neal) and a few
who are still enrolled here (Mark
Denu, Steve Safran, ChrisTouloukian
and Susan Baker). The title, Strawberries, Potatoes and Other Fantasies: Plaxs from Trinity College is
derived from the titles of the works.
The first play, Sometimes a Ftinto.vv, was written by Mark Demi. The
next. Peeling Potatoes , was written
by Hank Lewis. These are followed
by Methusalife and Escapism by
Jennifer Rider, A Moment of Silence
by Tim Cunningham, anotherof Hank
Lewis' works entitled Road to Black
Mesa , Tim Cunningham's La Vache

Qui Rit, and Strawberries and Cream
by Jennifer Neal. The three monologues are Not One of Us by Steve
Safran. Celestial Music by Chris
Touiotikian and Respectfully Yours
by Susan Baker. Thus, the title Strawberries, Potatoes and Other Fantasies .
On November 21, Edward Albee and the student playwrights will
be in the lobby of the Austin Arts
Center for a book signing ceremony.
CopiesotStrawberries, Potatoes and
Other Fantasies will be offered for
sale ($5.95) along with copies of
Edward Albee's other works. Then,
there will be a dinner for those who
have contributed especially to the
project to celebrate the young playwrights with Edward Albee. To close
out the evening, Edward Albee will
teach a "master playwriting course"
for all the students who have an entry.
In this class he will discuss and critique each of the works one by one.
Professor Feinsod commented
on the event, "It's a golden opportu-

nity for them to get feedback from
one of the greatest American playwrights. It is just a tremendous thing
all around. I'm very pleased with the
plays and Albee's forward made it
sound as if he was very enthusiastic
about the plays as well."
He continued, "It just struck me
that there was a flood of very interesting plays and I think we were very
fortunate to have some very talented
young playwrights at the same time
within these last few years and I just
wanted to somehow honor what
they're doing—it was really exceptional. I think it is very exciting for
the students to have their works published so early in their careers. Even
though it is an in-house publication
it's a publication nonetheless."
Professor Feinsod says that he
feels that the works can be enjoyed by
all because like all successful artists,
each of the writers draws from his or
her own experiences. Albee wrote in
his forward, "The work is so various:
from the naturalistic to the fanciful;

from the touching to the outrageous;
from the slimmest disguise of personal experience to the invented representation of it. What informs all of
the dramatic work in this collection is
the absence of cant, the sincerity of
intention, the willingness to take
chances and—most important—the
feeling one receives—that theere is
no playacting here, that the work is
the work of play wrights, not of people
playing at it."
What does the future hold for
this unprecedented project'.' Professor Feinsod says he will be sending
copies to libraries and other theatre
companies in hopes that productions
may come out of il. He also said that
he will also be sending copies to
departments in other schools in hopes
that someday there would be a New
England version of the work and they
could choose from a much larger body
of plays.
We join Albee in concluding,
"To the reader: Enjoy yourself. To
the young playwright: Welcome to
the club!"

STRAWBERIES, POTATOES, & OTHER FANTASIES
PLAYS FROM TRINITY COLLEGE
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140
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145

HUNGER & HOMELESSNESS WEEK - Nov. 1 4TH- 18TH
An educational event sponsored by the National Student Campaign Against Hunger on over600

Mon. 14th
Lunch and dinner at
Marriot - letter
writing campaign to
newly elected
officials
8pm Washington
Room - "Under the
Bridge" - a slide
show depicting the
life of the homeless
in Hartfod reception to follow

Tues. 15th
12:30 in the Cave an informal political
round table
discussing Africa's
political and
economic condition
resulting in hunger
with Prof. Steele

Wed. 16th

Thurs. 17th

Lunch and dinner at
Marriot - Button sale
sponsored by the
Progressive Student
Alliance
7:30 Boyer Auditorium
"Grapes of Wrath" a
film depicting the Dust
Bowl tragedy of the
1930's - discussion led
by Rev. Tull to follow.
Sponsored by the
Chapel Committiee

THROUGHOUT THE WEEK:
•Canned food drive in Mather sponsored by the Newman Club
•soap and toothpaste drive sponsored by the SGA
•display of hunger-related literature in the library

Fri. 18th

Oxfam Fast Day - give
up your Marriot
meals!!! 12:30 Alumni lounge
political round table
discussing the
obstacles in resolving
the world hunger
crisis with Profs.
Gastmann & Lindsey

5-8pm Cook Arch "Under the Arch" - a
fundraising event

8:00 The chapel
observance ceremony
to conclude the fast

SPECIAL DONATIONS MADE BY:
Trinity Coalition of Blacks
TGLBA
International Club
President's Fellows
Trinitones
Trinity Catholics & Episcopals

THIS WEEK'S EVENTS HAVE BEEN COORDINATED BY THE HUNGER CAMPAIGN OF CONNPIRG
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World Outlook
Economic Sanctions Against S. Africa Urged
-By Dave LoweyWorld Outlook Writer

Throughout the past year, little
had been heard in the United States
concern ing South Africa as compared
to the press coverage South Africa
received in the early 1980's. Ever
since the issue of divestment came to
a head in the Spring of 1987, the issue
of apartheid has quietly lingered,
condemned but still alive. However,
the 1988 presidential election has
returned apartheid to the level of
national attention.
Part of the reason that South
Africa has barely been heard of can be
attributed to thecrackingdown on the
foreign press by limiting what they
can see and what they can send out of
the country by the Afrikaner administration. The Botha government has
proven that by imposing a police state.
South Africa has become immune to
international media. To the American
population, which depends completely on the media to keep them
informed, apartheid has been put in
the back of their minds as it is no
longer on the evening news. The closest many have come to confronting
the specter of Apartheid recently is in
the movie theaters whi le viewing "Cry
Freedom." True the movie is illuminating, but the main issue is lost amid
the adventure. Apartheid remains as
strong as ever in South Africa.
Despite the hick of press coverage, apartheid has remained an issue
in the American legislature. Though
Congress has been tossing around
legislative sanctions over the past few
years, nothing has been accomplished
as the Reagan Adm in istrutton strongly
resists enforcing anything but a thundercloud of moral indignation. Moralizing from across the Atlantic,
however, is not going to achieve
anything.
The goal of economic sanctions
is to create difficulties within llie South
African economy. As the economy
turns bad, the small white middle
class, the traditional progressive force
in the democratic mind, will become
disgruntled and force the Afrikaner
government to make reforms. Eventually the system of apartheid will
cease to be'cost-efficient'and will be
disposed of.
The problem of apartheid goes
far deeper than cost effectiveness.
The system of segregation is part of
the Boer national heritage. It is a
heritage that runs very deep in the
people, and one that they somehow
remain proud of. Those in power in

the Botha government, and the many
to follow, are also wealthy enough
withstand decades of only partially
imposed sanctions. They know thai
their stockpile of important resources
is significant in the world economy.
The supply of diamonds is important
to international industry, and the
supply of certain radioactive ores is
essential to American military security. Proponents of sanctions say the
value of the Rand is already dropping. If sanctions are imposed too
lightly, however, the market price for
gold, diamonds, and certain other
commodities will go through the roof
and the Rand wil I be as stable as ever.
The issue of apartheid in our
nation's capitol is therefore not about
the moral wrong of repressive segregation, but over the economic implications of getting rid of it. The question goes much deeper than just hurting a few American owned multinationals; much more is at stake. It is
shameful that the blatant moral injustice of apartheid is no longer at issue.
A concentrated international sanction
effort could topple apartheid. The
United States must lead that effort
regardless of the interim economic
consequences. Without our nation's
full commitment to a lotal boycott,
sanctions will not succeed.
Although the opponents of sanctions preferred the Reagan Administration's "no action" policies, the
present election has brought sanctions at least partly back into the national focus. Those who sland against
economic sanctions, especially divestiture, employ many humanitarian sounding reasons lo support their
arguments. A common stand is that
pulling out American investment
would cause unemployment and
would hurl the blacks more than llie
whiles. Although an interesting argument for the conservatives to use, it is
very misleading. Currently, some
segments of black labor in South
Africa work under slave labor conditions. They are poorly paid, separated
from their homes and only allowed to
see their families a few weeks of each
year. The South African black would
much rather have the rights of a citizen in his own nation than work at a
job that pays less than subsistence
wages. A vast majority of Black
leaders in South Africa strongly support sanctions and have asked the
world to enforce them. Bishop
Desmond Tutu has personally pleaded
for sanctions. |A recent poll of Trinity students shows that a majority
support sanctions. |
The U.S. government isalsocon-

cerned that South Africa is beginning
lo turn lo the Soviets for trade and
might fall prey to "godless communism." This statement illustrates the
complete ignorance on the pan of
much of the public and (he government as to what is going on in south
Africa and what the important issues
are. To gel the record straight, the
Soviet Union is actually supplying
arms to Marxist elements in the outlawed African National Congress and
tootherblack movements. Nevertheless, the U.S. government is trying lo
sell the public on the issue of communism. It seems they ihrow the label
'communist'at any situation they wish
to get their way with.
The Reagan-Bush Administration isquite obviously concerned with
communism. The conservative right
in the U.S. supports a strong apartheid government in South Africa
because it serves as an ami-communist base. South Africa has the strongest military on the continent and has
no qualms with interfering in other

the power which dissuades the antagonist from starling or continuing a
military threat by making him realize
that the cost of such an action would
Because ofthe attention focused exceed the gains. Deterrent power
on the signing of the INF treaty, is the power to avert a war, not win
nuclear weapons have been thrown it.
This concept of deterrence brines
into the spotlight ofthe international
political community. To understand up several questions and objections.
the role of nuclear weapons in the Looking at history provides evidence
international community, it is vilal lo enough that man cannot avoid war
have a basic understanding of deter- permanently. This means that at some
rence, an issue on which most people point a country with nuclear weapons
are uninformed.
will choose to utilize this choice and,
The idea behind deterrence is as the number of countries with nuthe strategy of overriding risk, that is clear capacity increases, the probato say that by one's efforts one can bility of this happening increases
creale a risk so appalling to one's accordingly.
antagonist that the antagonist will
Is it a nation "s power rather than
want to avoid the risk more than he it's willingness to use nuclear weapwill want lo accomplish his objec- ons that is the basis of deterrence?
tive, whatever it is, over which there Are those individuals in control of the
isadispute. Ifthemajorplayersinthe world's nuclear stockpiles willing to
international system can do this, there use these weapons, or is their sole
is a system of overhead risks in that purpose to deter those opposing them?
each actor has the ability to settle Is it fear of a rational strategy, or fear
disagreements by creating an over- of an enemy's suicidal madness that
riding risk. The overriding risk is dictates deterrence? The fact that
created and utilized in deterrence questions such as this are being asked
through the concept of Mutually shows that the concept of deterrence
Assured Destruction (MAD) — the is still in its infancy. Just as any other
concept of reciprocal deterrence concept of international politics is
which rests on the ability ofthe two based on many variables that are
nuclear superpowers to inflict unac- constantly changing, so isdeterrenee.
ceptable damage upon one another The influence of such things as: indiafter instituting a nuclear attack. It is viduals and their personalities, the

The United Slates must impose
strong sanctions. The black majority
is not going to stand for half-hearted
compromise and meaningless reform.
The most recent reform, a racially
segregated and powerless iri-cameral
legislature, was rejected by all the
black leaders in South Africa. Apartheid must be dismantled and reform

must al'fecl every pan of society.
lieonomic reform is going to be
one of the first demands of a free
black South Africa. Inevitably socialisi concepts and plans will be suggested. A large portion ofihe Black
groups are socialist or markedly
Marxist. The tribal systems of native
Africa's past wore certainly more
socialist than democratic. How will
the United Slates react to this? If
apartheid falls, we must be ready to
deal with the consequences. This is
another reason why many conservatives want to 'work from within the
system." They feel they can 'control'
the situation and keep 'undesirables'
out of power. Most of America's
righteous politicians have nevermade
llie effort to understand South Africa.
It is not our place lo decide where the
future of South Africa lies beyond
apartheid, we only know that apartheid must end. Lei the African people
decide what lo do with Iheir laud as a
nation in which every adult is enfranchised; it is their country.

Stop Descrimination
Against Homosexuals
-By Victoria ArthaudWorld Outlook Editor
Homosexuality has become a
major issue in this country. According to Kinsey Institute statistics, 13% of the adult male population and 7% of the female population is predominantly homosexual.
As more and more homosexuals
have become more visible about
their sexuality, explicit public
homophobic sentiments have surfaced. Many people are frightened
by gays' living their lives openly.
These fears are hot!) irrational and
groundless. The problem is not
homosexuality, but the homophobia which causes antagonism, hostility and violence towards gays.
Opposition to gay rights is part
of a general right-wing reaction in
this country. This "New-Right"
also opposes the ERA, affirmative
action, busing and labor gains. Discrimination, if latent, is pervasive
throughout this country. "In the
United States," says psychiatrist
Wainwright Churchill, "a person of
known homosexual persuasion - or

Weakness of Deterrence
-By Aaron Poinerantz
& Dawn KcancSpecial lo the Tripod

African nations.The issue in the While
House has never been human righis
or democratic freedom, Successive
administrations, both Democratic and
Republican, have consistently supported violently repressive regimes
simply because ihey were anti-communist. It seems thai no other i|ualification is needed lo receive aid from
the United Stales, we have seen this
played out endlessly in Latin America and it will continue worldwide.
As long as a Cuban-Soviet presence
remains in Angola or anywhere else
on the African continent the White
House will not risk a destabilized
Afrikaner Government.

ever changing world economic system, the involvemeni of the super
powers in the affairs of other nations,
and the ever shilling system of international politics and communication,
cannot be predicted and are often
unstable. As a consequence, the basis
of deterrence is also unstable. Is it a
good idea to base the protection of a
country and the safely ofthe world on
such unstable factors?
The entire system of deterrence
would crumble if faced with an irrational country or leader who possessed nuclear weapons. This possibility is becoming a more and more
realistic possibility as more countries
obtain nuclear capability, and easy
access to information pertaining to
the construction of nuclear weapons
becomes easier. This factor must
also he considered when deterrence is
espoused as a form of national security.
Ratherthan looking at deterrence
as a fallible solution to the problem of
nuclear weapons, we should look to
the root ofthe problem, which is the
nuclear weapons themselves. As Ions
as the use of deterrence and nuclear
weapons exist, they will provide for
an unstable system, lo which the only
logical solution isdisurmameni. This
would do away with the root of the
problem, nuclear weapons, no! the
symptom, deterrence.

even suspected of such - is likely to
suffer common abuse as well as a
abridgement of his human rights more
often and in many more ways than a
member of any oilier minority."
Homophobia manifests itself
quite clearly through this discrimination —discrimination which the U.S.
government upholds. The very existence of the sodomy laws in most of
the stales is evidence that official
U.S. government policy discriminates
against gay s by denying a basic hum an
right to privacy. Rven where such
laws also apply lo heterosexual ads,
enforcement is almost exclusively
against homosexuals. Furthermore,
the U.S. Army is highly discriminatory in it is recruiting policies as it
refuses lo admit into the armed forces
anyone who indicates homosexuality
as their sexual preference.
Homophobia is manifested every day as homosexuals are sneered
upon and laughed at simply for being
different from oneself. What kind of
country is it that cannot tolerate differences? These differences must be,
not only tolerated, but understood. It
is those who are in power, those who
wish to protect the status quo, that
feel threatened by differences. It is

not enough to be passive as others
are discriminated against for exercising a fundamental freedom. The
following is from a poem by Pal
Parker as she calls lo national action for protection of that freedom:
They will not come
a mob rolling
through the streets,
but quickly and </itielly
move into our homes
and remove the evil,
the (/lu'eniess, the fciggotry.
the pervcrseness,
from their midst.
They will not tome
dollied in brown,
and swastikas, or
bearing chest heavy with
aletiniinfi crosses.
They will come
in business suits
lo buy your homes
and bring bodies to
fill your jobs.
'They will come in robes
to rehabilitate
and white coats
to subjugates.
And where will you be
ncM lime Ihev come'.'

Cast Your Ballot

Today!
You can vote for your
favorite candidates at
the firehouse on trie
corner of Summit St.
and Mew Britain Ave»
{next to ABC Pizza)
today between 6 a.m.
and 8p.m.

So Vote!
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MAY SJUST AROUND
m
O
Why wait until May to set your post-graduate career goals? Spring to
action this Fall with the company that's committed to your career
success. . .The May Department Stores Company !
As one of the premier retailers in the country, The May Company invites ALL COLLEGE MAJORS to apply for one of "the retail industry's top professional opportunities! We're proud to be ranked by
Fortune magazine as one of the most admired corporations. And
we're proud of our esteemed record of 13 consecutive years of sales
and earnings growth! Our dedication to career training and development is key to the success of each May division, and your professional goals.
The first step of your career begins with The May Executive Training
Program—a nationally acclaimed management training course
designed to enhance your skills and performance. This structured 13
week program offers individualized career support systems and the
best combination of classroom and on-the-job training. Ultimately,
it's designed to prepare you for your first position as well as a successful May Company career!
In addition to the industry's most competitive salaries, we provide
outstanding benefits including generous merchandise discounts!
Don't wait until May to start thinking about your career. Join the
company that's committed to your success.. .The May Department
Stores Company!

O
mmmmm
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RECEPTION
Interested candidates are encouraged to attend a reception and
presentation with Ms. Debra Shillo, Senior Vice-President,
General Merchandise Manager, and G. Fox Executives and
Alumni, on MONDAY, NOVEMBER 14, from7-9pm, at Alumni
Lounge, Mather Campus Center.

G. OX
A TRADITION OF SATISFACTION

THE MAY DEPARTMENT STORES COMPANY
Equal Opportunity Employer M/F
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Announcements
LECTURES
A lecture titled "Literature & Moral
Narcissism; Plato & George Eliot on
Literature & Moral Education" will
given by Prof. Carol Gould on Nov. 9
at 4:15 pm at 70 Vernon St.. Philosophy Senior Majors are required to
attend. Free admission.
A Lunch Series discussion titled
"Multiple Bosses: Multiple Changes"
will be given by Louise Kraber on
Nov. 10 at 12:30 pm in the Womens
Center, 3rd floor, MCC. Refreshments
will be served.
A seminar titled "Experimental Studies of Aquatic Community Organization" will be given by Dr. Peter Morin,
Department of Biological Sciences,
Rutgers University, on Nov. 10 at 4
pm in Rm. 134, Life Sciences Center.
Free admission.
Prof. Geoffrey Martin, Prof, of Geography, Southern Connecticut State
University and Archivist of the Association of American Geographers, wi 11
give a lecture on Nov. 22 at 4 pm in
the Rittenberg Lounge, Mather Hall.
Title to be announced. Free admission.
EXHIBITS
"Flying Falling" by Mary DelMonico
will be open through Nov. IK in the
Mather Hal I Artspace from 8 am to 10
pm daily. Free admission.

"Mel Kendrick -Essays: Small Wood
Works" will be held through Nov. 20
in the Widener Gallery, Austin Arts
Center. It will be open I pm to 5 pm
daily. Free admission.
"Early Atlases: 1500 to 1800" will be
held through Jan. 27 in the Truinbull
Room, Watkinson Library. It will be
open 8:30 am to 4:30 pm Monday
through Friday and 9:30 am to 4:30
pm on Saturdays. Free admission.
"Lord Byron and Greece" will be
held in the Audubon Room, Watkinson Library through Jan. 27. The
exhibit will be open when the college
is in session: weekdays from 8:30 am
to 4:30 pm and on Saturdays from
9:30 am to 4:30 pm. Free admission.
FILM

VOLUNTEERS needed to work with
children who have exposed to family
violence. The children of Interval
House need role models to counteract
their previousexperiences.They need
adults to believe in. THEY NEED
YOU! If interested, please call 2469149.
CAMPUS REPS NEEDED. Earn big
commission and free trips by selling
Nassau/Paradise Island. Cancun.
Mexico and ski trips to Vermont and
Colorado. For more information call
loll free 1-800-231-0113 or in Ct.
(203) 967-3330.
GENERAL
The schedule of classes for Spring H9
incorrectly lists Political Science 316
- Constitutional Law - as having prerequisites. Permission is required but

Women in the Public Eye: Part III.
Films and discussion will have to
screen ings in Seabury 9-17 on Nov. 9
at 4:30 pm and 7:30 pm. Free and
open to the public.
JOBS
Part-time student? Time on your
hands? VOLUNTEER to help battered women! The Hartford Interval
House, a 24-hr emergency shelter
needs: advocates to go to court with
women; women willing to learn to
work the hot-line; and men and women
lodo Community Education. Ifinterested, please call 246-9149.

All were found on Oct. 30 inaeolleae
van. Please go to security to claim
these items.

there are no prerequisites.
Students and faculty are invited to
attend the 1988 Beyond War Award
ceremony, by satellite, on Nov. 19 at
St. Thomas Seminary, Bloomfickl.
The award this year will be given to
Pies. Ronald Rengim and (ieu. Sec.
Mikael Gorbachev. Tickets for the
ceremony cost $d. For further information contact Prof. Frank Kirkpatrick, Dep. of Religion. X2476.
All heads of student organizations.
if you received u note in your box
concerning Bulletin Board space in
Mather, you need to respond soon!
Next week is the deadline. Contact
Andrea Krause at Box 1171 for more
information and your response.
FOUND: One pair of cowboy boots,
one pair of cleats and Swatch watch.

The Crescent/New Britain Ave. RC/
As woukl like to thank the following
businesses for their generosity and
support:
Brookside Bakery
Lena's
I'izzaroni
Lorenzo's lee Cream
Dunkin Donuis
Marriiil Food Service
Thanks for helping to make our event
a success!
There will he a Red Cross Blood
Drive on Nov. K from 10 am to 3 pm
at Mather Hall.
A general interest meeting for people
interested in Course Evaluation will
be held. To find location of meeting,
send a note lo box 973.

Need Cash?
$500 to $1000 stuffing envelopes!

Guaranteed! Rush stamped, addressed
envelope to Mail-Co Box 02678/X4 6723
SE 16th Portland, Or. 97202

Homecoi
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Announcements
Career Counseling News
TODAY ... There will be a summer jobs workshop called Summer Jobs: "Here
and Abroad" at 7 pm in the Rittenberg Lounge. NOW is the time to start thinking
about next summer. This is especially important if you have any plans for
working abroad. Travel, work permits and visas will be discussed.
If you have signed up in Career Counseling, TODAY is the day for the Peace
Corps Interviews.
There will be an Information Session for the United States Marine Corps today
in Mather from 10 am to 2 pm.
A representative will be on campus Nov. 9th to speak about the CORO
Foundation Fellows' Program in Public Affairs. This is an intensive nine-month
graduate level program to provide intensive, practical and broad-based training
for public affairs careers. The Information Session will be at 7 pm in the
Rittenberg Lounge. Interviews for this session will be held on Nov. 17th - sign
up in Career Counseling.
Gallo Winery will have a representative at Trinity on Nov. 9th. They will have
formation Session in the Alumni Lounge at 7 pm.
an Informati
Touche Rose will hold an information session on Nov. 10th at 7 pm in the
Alumni Lounge.

UONDON*
INTERNSHIPS
WASHINGTON

LONDON
Art/Architecture • Business/Economics • Human/Health Services
• Journalism/Communications • Visual/Performing Arts • Politics
WASHINGTON
Politics • Business/Economics • Pre-Law • International Relations
Journalism/Communications • Health Fields • The Arts • Specialty
OXFORD
Modern British Studies
Politics • History • Literature
All internship programs include 16 semester-hour credits, full-time
internships, centrally located apartments, individualized
placements for virtually every academic interest.

COMING U P . . .
OnNov. 18th, Barbara Selmo '82, Director of Admissions at Harvard University:
Graduate School of Arts and Sciences will host an informal information session
at 10 am in the Career Counseling Office. You can sign up at Career Counseling.
Sign-ups have also begun for interviews being held on campus by the Department
of Health and Human Services on Nov. 16. Sign up in the Career Counseling
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James Loutit
Kevin Wong
Nathan Sage
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BOSTON UNIVERSITY
International Programs
725 Commonwealth Avenue, B-2
Boston, MA 02215

617/353-9888
An equal opportunity, affirmative action institution.

Wednesday, November 9, 3:00-4:30 pm
Foreign Study Office Seabury 405
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Feature Focus The Doors of Trinity College
studying in my room.
There are some sets of doors that
I simply cannot avoid. Those are the
doors lo the Hnglish House (sometimes I wish I could, but alas...). The
Ok, you've all heard of those by
problem with these doors is most
now famous posters titled "The Pubs
severe. The first door opens in and
of Georgetown," "The Doors of
the second door opens out. ComDublin,"and now there'seven a poster
called "The Doors of Connecticut." pletely caddy-wompus-to-the-bullhole. If someone is leaving as you're
Now here's something new to fall
entering the doors meet and there is a
into that category, although it will
probably not become as famous as certain"amount of finagle-ing and
mumblings of "Oh, so.sorry." Or "Go
any of the previously mentioned
posters. It's this: THE DOORS OF ahead." "No, you first." You gel to
TRINITY COLLEGE.
Why the know your classmates this way, so I
guess there is some value in that. But
doors? Why not the windows'? How
come just Trinity? Why not all of my question is, how come no one ever
tried lo change this silly occurance
Hartford (a Community Outreach
venture?)? Well read on, and I'll (that occurs at least one hundred times
reveal all...
As far as I know doors are primarily meant to be functional. Aesthetics are secondary. Yet why is it
that on this campus there are so very
many doors that are pains in the wa/oo
to open and close? 1 could understand
if maybe these doors sacrificed functionality for beauty but...well 1 guess
it's true: beauty is in the eye of the
- B y Josh Bewlaybeholder. Am I not seeing correctly?
Spcriiil lo the Tripod
A point for every critical thinker to
ponder.
Ahhh. the dreaded " P " word,
Let's start with the door to
feared more by college students than
Hallden. It's ugly. It looks like il was
the "L" word by Republicans. Procovered with bad paneling or cheap crastination, if I may use the word, is,
plywood and then was spit upon one
however, the essence of college life.
time too many. It's peel ing and crackIt began in high school, actually.
ling from all that rain we've had. And
Just alter Christmas during my senior
besides that,you havetogiveanextra
year. Somehow the applications to
yank to open it. It opens partway and colleges and universities weren't
then stops opening and you have to gelling done, il wasn't my fault. 1
provide for a lot of resistance to open
wanted nothing more than to have
it all of the way. I think thai would he
them completed and have my mother
a good problem for the physics/engi- stop nagging me. In fact, I would
neering majors to solve, don't you?
have traded most of my Christmas
The doors to the library are gifts to have them done. I didn't
always being improved upon. They
understand why, but I knew it just
used to be a pretty oak color (when wasn't my fault.
there were four) and then they were
Miraculously, (by which, it is
stained a darker, urn, shall we say assumed, most procrastinated work is
pine? I don't mind the color change, completed) I was accepted lo a colbut what I do mind is thai now they've lege, and my in-depth education in
boarded up two of the doors (?). Out procrastination began.
of the two doors that remain, only one
Freshman year I took "Procrasof them will open. Isn't this a fire
tination 101: Basic Procrastination."
hazard? But then, once you get inside
It's an entry level,;self-taught course—
you have to move diagonally across sort of an independent study. With
to enter through the set of glass doors. each paper that came due in my other
If both doors were opened, or one set
classes, I was able to learn the basics
of doors on each side were opened it
of procrastination. Oh, I was a quick
would make my life, and the life of
study. The old adage. "Put off today
many others a lotlesscomplicaled. Is that which you can do tomorrow,"
this a functionality meant to be a test:
was really taken to heart. I learned the
"Just how badly do you want to get basic activities that one should do in
into the library, young student?"
place of the assignment. Doing launNeedless to say, I've taken up dry, cleaning my room, writing that
-By Amy PaulsonFeatures Columnist

By Bob Markee
To preface this article, I should first mention that I am
from Cleveland, Ohio. To many of you, this is probably the
funniest thing you have ever read, but try tocontrol the laughter—
I don't need the grief. Being from a mid-western city, however,
tends to give me a bit of an interesting, objective view of East
Coast residents. At any rate, consider it objective, and my
opinion is much more important than theirs. Just ask me. I'll
prove it to you.
I tend to run into problems because I have this irrational
desire to explain to East Coasters that the Northeastern States
may not be the most glorious, wonderful, exciting, all-around
perfect piece of Nirvana to exist in an otherwise uninteresting
world (Note: this is an incredibly broad generalization which I
know all East Coast people do not accept. However, it really
annoys East Coasters when I make the generaliza tions I'm going
to make in this article. This makes it all worthwhile.). As I
hopefully have the attention of some of you out there, I will now
describe some of the typical features of the East Coast Mind:
1) The East Coast View of the World: Just recently, I was
talking with someone who has lived here in Hartford for the
past six years and who was doing her best to explain to me
where a friend of hers lived. I say, "doing her best as it ended
up getting a wee bit confused. "He lives somewhere out West,"
explained my friend, "in Oregon, or Arizona. You know—
around there." Around where? Oh, how silly of me. Of course.
Arizona and Oregon are right near each other. Personally, I
always thought that these two states were about a thousand
miles apart. This confused me until I realized that I was talking
to one of those East Coast people.
From an East Coast point of view, Arizona and Oregon
mightas well be next door to each other. This is fora very simple
reason: both of these states are out there. The concept of Out
There is an easy one to define—-it is not on the East Coast.
Another friend of mine once told me that everything west of
Philadelphia was a wasteland with some mountains and farms
cluttering up the scene.
Presumably, one eventually hits California which has
enough big cities that one can catch a plane back East.
This is not to say that everyone who lives in the Northeast
is completely ignorant of the rest of the country. Far from it. I
once met a student here from Boston who was in St. Louis once.
He knows all there is to know about the rest of the country—and
he got to go up in the arch, too. Ifyou have never heard of the
Arch in St. Louis—stop reading. This article is meant for those
who can be saved.
The problem is not that most Northeasterners have never
been west of Philadelphia (although this is a problem as well).
The problem is that it is hard to get anyone from this region to
believe in the rest of the country. Its hard enough to get New
Yorkers to believe in New Jersey. The rest of the country is just
so big and spread out that it is hard to take it all in. Its easy to
accept the concept of Chicago since Chicago is a big city (and all
the real big cities are back home), and everyone knows there is
some great skiing in Colorado, but it is those vast spaces
between which are the downfall of the East Coast View of the
World.
2) The East Coast View of Time and Space: This is where
we get to the really big problem. The Northeast/East Coast
(which is defined as everything from Washington D.C. on u p
and a little to the right—Washington is allowed to belong
because the government is there and because its at least north of
Virginia, thank God) is, well, small. One can get in a car from
any major city on the Coast and be in another one inside of three
hours (New York traffic permitting). Because of this compactness,
East Coast residents find it hard to believe that the whole world
isn't made up this way. I was describing to someone once about
a day-trip to Chicago I made once to visit some relatives. My
audience of one looked a bit puzzled half-way through my story
and remarked, "I didn't think that Cleveland and Chicago were
that close to each other." "Sure they are." I calmly reply,
knowing what was coming next, "Its only about a five-hour
drive each way."
"FIVE HOURS?!?"
"Yes."
"And you did this in ONE DAY?!?"
"Yes."
"ARE YOU OUT OF YOUR MIND?!?"
I realize now that from the point of view of the person I
was talking to, I am out of my mind. Whether I am from a more
objective point of view is anyone's guess, but the point is that
from my point of view (which you will recall is superior), the
Eastern view of time and space is a bit screwy. It may be a shock
for some people to hear, but driving farther than three hours in
one shot is not unreasonable. Ra ther, it is very realistic experience.
It is impossible to get a grasp of the size of the real world when
one is flying over it (unless you have a window seal and
surveyors' tools).
3) The East Coast Tendency to Make Fun of the Rest of
the Country: This is easy to explain—If I ever hear another
Cleveland joke, I'll introduce you to my uncle from Detroit.
Don't mess with me.

per day)? 1" would be so very simple.
Just give the problem to the engineer
majors again, tell them they'll receive credit for this as well as payment, ami voila! The problem will be
solved in ai least three days. Well, I
don't know if it should be solved. It
keeps the English House unique and
rather idiosyncratic...
The last set of doors I wish to
voice my opinion about are the doors
of the Life Science building. They
are the ones in front that haven't been
opened since my freshman year.
"What doors?" you say. Exactly.
So I think that these doors would
make a fine poster. Function or no
function. Aesthetic or....no aesthetic.
P.S.> VOTEVOTEVOTEVOTE

Procrastination:
A Way of Life

The Writing Center
Individual Tutoring Available
for Trinity Students
Daytime Hours
Monday through Friday, 9-12
a.m. & 1-4 p.m.
Evening Hours in the Library
Monday

6:30 to 8:30 (Seminar Rm. 3)

Tueday

6:30 to 9:30 (Seminar Rm. 4)

Wednesday

6:30 to 9:30 (Seminar Rm. 4)

Thursday

6:30 to 9:30 (Seminar Rm. 4)

- Drop in or phone for an appointment

Exts. 2460/2461

letter you promised lo your friend
from high school these are the foundations of early procrastination.
Sophomore year, I was fortunate enough to get into "Procrastination 2O.t>: Caffeine is Your Friend."
This intermediate course stressed the
benefits and powers of caffeine for
those last minute assignments. It was
this year that I pulled my first allnighter -a requirement fora passing
grade in the course. I also learned the
peak lime in the computer room when
it was least crowded, so as to finish
that last mimiic paper—3:45 a.m. As
lor distractions, sporting events became the new alternative to cleaning
my room. Besides rowing on the
team—a huge time commitment and
great excuse in its own right—I began
going to as many games as possible. I
soon became the authority on every
sports team at the college.
Junior year I really put my nose
lo the grindstone and refined my basic
knowledge of procrastination, while
gaining a more abstract, theoretical
understanding of the art. I took
"Procrastination 333: Comparative
Procrastinators." This course really
helped me gain a deeper understanding of the meaning of procrastination,
and its various forms. I began analyzing friends in their daily routines, and
matching them them to types of procrastination I had studied. It was this
year that I began developing my list
of friends who had computers that I
could borrow in case all the terminals
at the computer center were in use.
I'm not sure why I did this. I probably
could have put it off until senior year.
This was a self-reali/ing moment for
me. I found I didn't really have a
command of the true concept of procrastination.
Due to that delineation from
classical procrastination, I went into
senior year with a little apprehension.
I signed up for the senior seminar,
"Procrastination 402: Simply an Art
or Way of Life?" By now, every
paper, exam, quiz and presentation
was done the night before it was due,
no matter hciw long the assignment.
My transgression, junior year, had
been absolved and I was on the path to
a lifetime of late nights, and little
sleep.
Now. as graduation approaches
and I ready myself for the cold, cruel,
professional world. I look ahead with
confidence to the challenges of strict
deadlines and close supervision.
When I finally do go to a job interview. I know that my record of
punctuality will shine through and
land me a great job. My training in
procrastination will allow me logoto
happy hour every night, yet complete
my assignments on time. I'll be the
envy of all the other employees.
I chose to make procrastination
a way of life. For others it's an ideal,
an unattainable goal—for me. it's
reality. In fact. I'm writing this a few
hours before its deadline. Please
excuse any typos—I won't have time
to proof-read.
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Losing Weight Can Be Loads of Fun
-By Bill CharestSporls Editor
Anyone who remembers what I
looked like last year realizes that I've
lost an awful lot of weight - between
50 and 60 pounds, in fact. It certainly
wasn't an easy tusk, but it was well
worth the results. I've heard so many
people asking me how I lost all of this
weight, how I felt, and so forth, that
I'd like to take this opportunity to
provide some helpful tips to any of
you out there who'd care to listen.
Step 1: Recognizing T h e Problem
This isn't as easy as it seems. I
mean, I knew darn well how fat I was
last year. It didn't take a genius to
look at me and see that. Eventually, it
will turn out to be the little things that
clue you in to your weight problem.
For instance, if you become short of
breath getting out of bed then you
either have asthma (which I didn't) or
you have a weight problem (which I
did). If the Campus Pizza Guy puts
you on his group discount list—you
have a weight problem. If the U.S.
Postal Service tries to assign you your
own ZIP Code—you have a weight
problem. It's really very simple.
But just because you have
enough common sense to notice that
you're overweight, and enough of a
sense of humortojoke about it,doesn't
mean that you've realized your prob-

lem. I think the thing that really made
me realize my weight problem was
when I finally asked myself. "If you
look like this when you're 20 years
old (21 now, incidentally, for any
law-enforcement personnel within
earshot), what are you going to look
like when you're 40?" Then I even
wondered if at that weight, 1 would
ever make it to 40.
Eating late night pizza and having three or four burgers at dinner was
fun, but sometimes it takes a big dose
of reality to get things done.

any of you may know, it is extremely
difficult to stay on any form of diet
when everyone around you is stuffing
themselves full ofpizzaand hot fudge
sundaes. But with my parents going
on the diet, I had someone to work
with. Being at home was obviously a
great help, due to the fact that there
was NO late night pizza delivery in
West Hartford until about a month
ago.
So, having received the necessary motivation. I started out on my
quest.

Step 2: Getting Motivated
Step 3: Weight Watchers Is Not A
This is more difficult. It's very
Four Letter Word
easy to not eat one day, because of all
It's almost funny to listen to
the eating you did over the past few people talk about Weight Watchers
days, and then turn around two days as if it were the bubonic plague. "1
later and eat a whole Cave Pizza in
went to my...(ulp).,.W.W. meeting
one sitting (which I've managed to last night," you'll hear people whisdo, a couple of times). Needless to per. My mother told me stories all
say, while employing this method, 1 summer long about how the only place
found I had little success in the area of
that there are more confessions than a
weight control. Crash diets don't work
church is while people are waiting in
either, despite what anyone may tell
line to be weighed at their Weight
you. The whole idea behind a diet Watchers meeting.
doesn't just involve losing weight,
Despite what you may think.
but also changing your eating habits. Weight Watchers is not all rabbit food.
Going on a crash diet will do nothing, There's nothing to be afraid of. Esuntil after a week or two, at which
sentially, the diet carefully measures
point you will feel like devouring an and limits the amounts of protein, fat,
entire broiled llama (or a gnu, if you're and fruit that you can have per day.
into low cholesterol).
Each week, you are given a new diet
I guess the turning point for me book, with the first week being the
strictest week. Gradually, you will be
was when my parents both informed
me of their decision to join - gulp! - "allowed" to have certain foods, until
Weight Watchers. This was a key. As aftersix weeks, you stay on a constant

Dating: Pick Your Poison
-By Lisa SchroedcrFeatures

Columnist

Afterthree years at this esteemed
institution, I have come to the conclusion that dating al Trinity i.s very
similar to walking through a mine
field—you just dive in and hope you
make it through without losing too
many limbs. I realize that I probably
seem cynical towards the entire issue
and yes, you're right (and you are
now the proud new owner of a Topco
vegetable pulverizer—it slices, it
dices...but 1 digress). Dating is a
hazardous occupation here, but it's
not any more difficult than it was in
high school, it is just different. The
dating process in high school can take
weeks of gossiping, scoping, and
waiting for the phone to ring before
you even take the plunge and go on a
date with the guy. At Trinity, this
whole elaborate process is usually
abbreviated to the time span of a frat
party or a Cave Dance. There are
several reasons for this—ralcohol, lack
of parents, and relatively absolute
freedom.
Everyone becomes so
friendly after having a few beers and
all of a sudden you'll find yourself
noticing that the guy standing next to
you is much cuter than you ever
thought he was when you had ihat
English class with him last semester.
This is the typical start to one of those
infamous Trinity "relationships"
which rarely results in anything even
remotely resembling a deep and
meaningful bonding of two souls.
First of all, you probably know
little to nothing about the guy except
that, according to your blurry vision,
his sweater matches his eyes and isn't
he just to die. This is the exact moment
when your survival instincts should
kick in and red lights should start
flashing. Listen to your brain, not
whatever else is talking to you. I'm
not saying that you should ignore the
guy or the girl, actually jusl the opposite. Flirting is fun, and it's a great
way io meet new and exciting people.
Get to know the object of your desires, and I don't mean talking on the
way back to your room. Check it oul
before you just dive head first into
unknown waters, because who in the
world wants to wake up in the moming and groan when you see what you
dragged home last night.
Well, trial's my~view of dating

at Trinity, and before my facial structure changes and I begin to bear a
remarkable resemblance to Ann
Landers, I will pass the floor to other
opinions. 1 asked several of my senior female friends who are currently
unattached what they thought about
dating and the unanimous response to
the question was "why are you asking
me? I don't date." This question of
course led to the inevitable discussion of why none of us date, and why
as seniors we no longer even actively
pursue this seemingly futile endeavor.
The general consensus of this discussion was summed up by a friend of
mine: "I don't know what it is, maybe
social pressure, or too much work,
but I think that everyone would much
rather hang out with their friends or
just totally scam and have a one
weekend relationship." All of the
single women present resignedly
agreed (my room was getting pretty
packed at this point—and who says
that there is no such thing as female
bonding?).
The funny thing about this discussion and the conclusion was that
all of us have had at least one relatively okay relationship here in the
last three years, yet here we all sit
condemning Trinity dating a.s nonexistent. It didn't seem quite fair. So,
the discussion was reopened and a
pizza was ordered. Random quotes
that have stuck in my mind from this
discussion are as follows; "It was fun
for awhile, but it went too fast", "Men
are jerks" (actually that's no! an exact
quote, but it'll give you the gist of the
sentiment being expressed), "I just
didn't have enough time for a relationship", "Who needs the emotional
upheaval?" , "Why bother?", and the
last and most universal quote, "We
both wanted different things from the
relationship, like different degrees of
commitment, and it just didn't work
out."
By this point, a few of my happily married friends had joined the
melee, and surprisingly enough they
agreed with everything that the rest of
us were saying. This was very disillusioning for me, because for some
twisted reason, I assumed that people
who were blissfully happy with their
current relationships would have an
optimistic view towards the whole
scene. How foolish of me.
However, instead of abandoning all hope I decided to ask some
male friends what they thought of

dating and this question elicited some
funny responses and facial expressions. One friend thought that dating
was an antiquated term, simply because no one walks up to a person that
they hardly even know and asks them
out on a date. That i.s something that
happened 20 years ago, but no longer.
The reason being that at Trinity no
one really has the time or even the
urge. After all, the best relationships
are the ones that start out as friendships and simply evolve into something more. Other male friends
laughed at the question and replied;
"DATING!!", with looks varying
from disbelief to sheer horror at the
mere thought of the idea. However,
after the initial shock passed, they all
used the same horrible word that is
stereotypically associated with Trinity dating - nonexistent. So much for
an interesting survey.
Well, abandon all hope ye who
enter here. In at least one area Trinity
is a place of extremes, you are either
happily married or scamming, and
that's just the way it is. Pick your
poison!

drink very much water, and I only lost
1 or 2 pounds. So I made a conscious
The important thing is that the
diet makes you THINK about every- effort the next week to drink more
water, and I lost 5 pounds. That will
thing you put on your plate. I can
really add up after a while. The one
recall times in the past where I didn't
care about what I ate or how much I drawback to this, of course, is that
ate. But making you think about what you spend most of your day walking
you eat will really help you get some around, feeling like Hoover Dam. Bui
that'sdefinitely a.sacrifice well worth
will power, because you'll eventually
making.
come to know what you should and
My brother Chris prospered from
shouldn't eat. I've come to realize
thai certain foods are "'danger foods" my family's diet more than anyone
for me, in that if I start eating them, else. He's 6'1", about 160 lbs., and
definitely NOT in need of a diet.
it's a good bet that I'll gain some
weight back. Icecream is perhaps the However, while my parents and I
biggest one -1 haven't had ice cream, followed our diet, Chris had control
except for my birthday cake, since of the house's junk food reserves.
sometime last May. I used to eat a pint Needless to say, he took very good
of more of the stuff in one sitting, and care of them. While our dietdid change
our family's eating habits, it didn't
not even blink.
I currently have a bet with a really change our shopping habits that
friend that if 1 don't have any late much. So Chris was always supplied
with a bountiful choice of snack foods,
night pizza this semester, he will buy
me a case of (diet) soda. Haven't cookies and deserts. Every once in a
while, he would order pizza for dinbroken it yet...
I didn't actually go to the meet- ner, and tell us at length how the pizza
ing every week. My parents would go "really tasted awful, realty terrible."
to the meetings, pick up a new diet He d idn 't gain a ounce all summer, by
book every week, and then I would the way -1 guess when you run seven
follow the diet. One thing you will miles a day, that's what happens.
Anyone who has ever eaten a
find out quickly is whether or not you
like vegetables. On the Weight Watch- meal with me a SAGA knows that I
ers plan, most vegetables are "free", am an unbelievably fast eater. My
mom has told me on more than one
that is, you can eatjust about as much
occasion that I eal as if someone is
as you want. All of a sudden, I really
started liking green beans and spin- trying to take my food away from me.
ach. Making salads was always fun at She's right. Anyway, whenever dindinner time, with my dad, my mom nertime came this summer, I would
and myself all building these moun- serve myself dinner, make my salad,
tainous salads, reminiscent of Rich- and sit down to eat, while my parents
got their food. Nine times out of ten,
ard Drey fuss in Close Encounters Of
I would be done with my dinner, and
The Third Kind.
halfway through my salad before eiHaving confidence in yourself
ther of my parents got to the table. My
and the diet proves to be vital. I must
dad is a relatively fast eater, too, and
admit that 1 was quite skeptical of the
sometimes we'd both laugh at the fact
diet when 1 started. But after the first
that our salads never seemed to last
week, 1 found that 1 had lost seven
very long when they got within an
pounds. Going from 235 pounds (my
arm's length of us. I still eat much
starting weight) to 228 wasn 't exactly
faster than I should, but if you can
moving mountains (at least not figuconv ince yourself that what is on your
ratively), but I realized that if I could
plate is iu no matterhow hungry you'll
do that in just one week, and do it
feel later, I guess it really doesn't
without .starving myself, I knew I
matter.
could get down to a reasonable weight.
When you're on a diet, your eyes
And I did.
can tell all. Take for example, the
infamous Baked Potato Incident. One
Step 4: Yes, Dieting Can be Fun
particular
night this summer, my
When someone is on a diet, you
know that that person can be very mother started cracking up at the
cranky, irritable, and generally not dinner table. Both my father and 1 had
finished our dinner, and evidentially
very nice to be around. I have to admit
were both staring at my brother's
lhat at times, my diet helped me fit
that description quite nicely. But there baked potato, which he had left unfinished. My father and I, of course, both
were some really outrageously funny
moments that wouldn't have other- deny that this incident ever took place,
wise happened if it weren't for the but my mom thought it was a riot.
In summing everything up, 1
diet.
One thing you really have to do know there must be a few of you out
on Weight Watchers is drink water. there who wanl to lose a few pounds.
LOTS AND LOTS OF WATER. A.s All 1 can do is wish you good luck,
and say that if 1 can lose weight, YOU
much as eight or ten cups a day, in
fact. If you don't think this makes a can lose weight. Believe me, you can.
difference, try it. One week, I didn't
plan.

CARIIXI ? S PIZZA
We Offer:
All types of
Free Delivery ($4
pizza, including
min.) Deliveries
sheet pizza
start at noon
A wide selection from the grill. Hot
and cold grinders.
Ham - 12pm Tuesday - Saturday • Ham - 10 pm Sunday ' Closed Monday

24 New Britain Ave ® 247-0514
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Fun & Excitement With the Registrar
-By Sean DoughertyFeutures Columnist
The November Edition of the
Schedule of Classes is out, and it's an
edition like no other. It's unreadable
and riddled with inconsistencies. No
accurate explanation is made for some
of the notations that have changed
from previous semesters. The "92's
must be going around wondering how
we ever managed to get registered for
any courses for the past three years.
I think I know why the catalogue
came out the way it did and 1 don't
think it was malicious. The Registrar
likes us so much, she doesn't want us
to graduate. At least she doesn't want
us to get diplomas. I have some helpful advice for underclassmen to hand
down. Before you graduate you have
to fill out a Diploma Application
which has nothing to do with academics. Its purpose for existence is to give
Jay West a pronunciation key for our
names. If you don'j fill it out, you
don't get the sheepskin. I hope some
of the fines collected from the late
signees gets kicked back into the
student activities fund. They may
actually deserve some money for
organizing events.
1 was around here during the
summer just past, working as the
secretary in the English department. I
was probably the worst secretary ever
employed by any department in this
college, and certainly no |former
English Department secretary|
Florence Norkin (let her retirement
be peaceful). The only people around
here who seemed more incompetent
than me worked in the Registrar's
Office. Also they are a lot more
dangerous. The stories you are about
to read are true. Names have been left
off so you can ask me during lunch
and make me feel sell-important.
The Case of Failed Drop:
You can ask one member of the
senior class who, if not for me and lite
English Department Chair, Milla
Riggio, would have been put on required withdrawal for two semesters
for flunking a class he dropped
during the drop/add period last
spring'. A slight oversight on the
registrar's part which was never
checked with either the student or his
professor, who of course didn't even
submit a grade for him. The student
was in Europe when this problem
surfaced, and' the dean of students,
wasting no time, sent his parents a
note telling them that their son had
flunked out of Trinity. Fortunately.
Riggio got wind of the whole thing
and sent me out across the phone
networks of this campus to get the
poorguy back in school, plus calming
his parents down, After much telecommunication the problem was
solved and I got to be the hero. Little
did I know that a far less significant,
but more potentially annoying, problem lay yet in my future.
Misguided Studies and the Mystery of Missing Registration List:
Dr. Riggio, my boss, teaches a
Guided Studies course (Guided Studies is a core curriculum of courses in
which you get to both study and directly experience the effects of facism on the average person). In June,
when I started work, she asked me to
get a list of students in herclass so she
could send them a list ot'books to read
over the summer (see, facism!). The
registrar's office, possibly sensing the
nature of her foul mission, wouldn't
give us the list. It was a noble, but
ultimately doomed, attempt to keep
the poor GS students from Riggio's
reading list. I'm not sure how they
caught on, but it made me feel better
not being the one who mailed a letter
announcing summer reading.
Torn between honor and duty, I
slowly attempted to penetrate the
registrar's ingenious question deflecting phone answering system. The

system worked like this, I) no one
who knew anything about anything
was allowed to answer the phone, 2)
no one who knew anything about
anything was allowed not to be on
vacation when I called, 3) any time it
was obvious that it would take a
monkey's keen intelligence to answer the question I was asking, anyone dumbenough to answer the phone
had the responsibility to tell me the
computer system was malfunctioning and thatcomplicated material.such
as class lists couldn't be produced at
that, or any other, time.
Written communications were returned,
often with (he spelling and punctuation corrected, but with no answer as
to who was in the class.
UAL y()()0 must be like a
pussycat compared the registrar's
computer, because they still couldn't
tell me who was in the class by late
July'. At that point Riggio entered the
picture, demanded that I somehow
obtain a class list from the previous
year's GS English course, which
wouldn't be perfect but would be
better than writing everyone enrolled
in the school and starting the letters
with "Disregard if you aren't in
Guided Studies...."
I still have nightmare's of what
the average Guided Studies student
must have thought about receiving a
commandment to read Crime and
Punishment and some other shorter
works, in the first week of August. I
was packed to come back by then
when I was their age.

the schedule that are supposed to
explain the next 54. don't. It begins
bydefiniimacadeniieadvisine.OPF.N
YOUR EYES! WE'VE ALL REGISTERED FOR CLASSES AT
LKASTONCE! WE KNOW WHAT
AN ADVISOR IS! SHE'S THE
THING THAT SIGNS THE BOTTOM OF THE DAMN CARD!
Then it has the courtesy to tell us
that the courses with bigger numbers
are intended for those of us who have
been here longer, another priceless
bit of information.
The second and third sections
of the schedule's opening explain
Trinity's credit and grading system.
What the book takes one-third of a
page to describe is that a) grades
closer to the beginning of the alphabet are better than the ones closer to
the end and b) each course is worth
one credit, unless you fail it. It's
tough to think back that far. but I'm
pretty sure I had that figured out by
the middle of my second semester.
The fourth part "I low to read the
Schedu le of Classes" is. of course, the
part that makes the least sense. The
example course used by the rcuistrar.
AMST 320-01, is followed by the
title (Family in American History)
and then two letters, "U" and " S . " A
parenthetical note defines the two
letters as undergraduate, special, and
graduate. No, wail, I think it means
that U=undergraduaie, and S=special
and had there been a "G" next to the
course title, it would have meant

"graduate" (rub your eyes and look
again, it helps).
Another section that is problematic is the part about the "written
permission" required to take sonic
classes. Sometimes the catalog tells
you whose permission, sometimes it
doesn't. For example, the course
| insert example here| requires that
professor | insert name here 1 sign a
permission slip before a student can
pre-register for the course. Other
courses such as | insert two examples
herej just leave off whose signature is
required. If you are having trouble
finding someone to sign these slips
for you, I will be available all of next
week.
The next part is so confusing
that I'm going to have to transcribe it
before I can describe it.
b)MTG 1-TR (W:55AM-11:10AM
BLDG- RM- (location ol'course-these
will appear in the August and January
issues only)
(Day(s) and limc(s) course meets)
(M'I'Ci 1-indicates the first set of days
the class meets: MTG 2-lndicates the
second set, etc.)
MTG must mean "meeting
time." although I'm not sure why it
wouldn't just be "MT" or better yet.
"MGT" so the order of the letters
would at least reflect what was left
out. TR doesn't mean that the class
oiilymcelsonTlHirsday.il means that
the class meets on (T)uesclay and

lhu(R)sday. Gel it? The old "TTH"
was just too out of dale for these mod
folks down at the registrar's office.
They can't make their own computer
work, but they have to change the
abbreviation for "Thursday." What
is a "set ofdays." and why would you
ever need two of them'.1 Why not just
make the first set include all of the
elements "days when iheciass meets,"
or do it the old way of just writing that
information in plain English next to
the course description?
The next important information
given by the instruction pages is (and
I quote) "Noli:: Enrollment limited to
XX students." Enrollment to what?
And is "The XX Students," some
kind of club, and if it is. do you have
to go through initiation to gel in? Or
are the XX students the ones who go
to Trinity. That would keep a student
from another college from enrolling
in all of our courses. At least they
were kind enough to tell us that a
signed permission slip is not needed
to enroll in whatever it is that is limited to XX students. That means I
won't have lo sign any of those.
Part 5 is going to cover all of the
things mentioned above. Part 5 is the
disclaimer. Think of it as Article 48 of
the WcimarC'oiisiilution. Incase of a
problem with the schedule, the registrar has all the power, and you have all
of the responsibility. It means that if
you arc ever let! astray by errors in the
schedule, that it's your fault. Just like
my pre-regisinuion forms.

Sorry, Your Mistake:
The next part of my true story
was pure poetic justice. I had been
making Registrar jokes to my roommates and friends all summer, and
when I got back, the worm had turned.
The registrar's office tried to fine me
$25 for not pre-registering. Before
last spring, there was only one day
when you could drop off your completed cards and forms. In the spring,
they started a new system in which
you could drop it off whenever you
were finished with it. I was done
early, so I handed it in early. Then the
registrar lost it. So much for the new
efficient system that would make preregistration so much easier for both
them and us.
I felt like Joseph K, of Kafka's
TheTrial. I had fulfilled the system in
good faith and got screwed anyway.
Afterexplaining in no uncertain terms
to the registrar that I had indeed preregistered, she asked me to prove it.
That was sort of like having me prove
my age. I knew it, but I didn't have my
birth certificate on me at the time.
She refused to believe the truth, secure in her knowledge that she
couldn't possibly be wrong, and sent
me out to either pay the fine or get
some proof. I told her that if the loss
of forms turned out to be my fault,
then I would pay the fine. Then I told
her that when the problem turned out
to be her fault, that I wanted $25
dollars from her. I am still awaiting
payment.
For having the audacity to get
mad about being blamed for her mistake she threatened me by telling me
that her office is in charge ofsendiiig
transcripts to companies I am applying for jobs with, and that I better
learn to work with them. If that office
is responsible in any way for my
getting a job. I'm in big trouble.
I spent an hour on line at Dr.
Riggio's (who is my major advisor)
and the second I got into her office
she told me that my forms had been
found and that the registrar was very
sorry.
By then the lunch line looked
like the Macy's Day parade and the
l.D. validation line upstairs looked
equally promising. My day was shot.
Given all that. I am not surprised
that the new course schedule looks
like it belongs to U. Mars. Let's all
follow along in our own books. We
are about to have fun and get educated
at the same time.
First of nil. the first two pages of

jOn the Long WalkJ
By Jessica Gilbert

Photos by Dave Copland

What is the worst thing about Chucky's?

Dave Hower '89

Beula Ticknor '91

"Being accused of
shoplifting."

Duck Reich '90

"Its loo close lo my door,
which nuvms 1 go Him' ,ilot.'

"They're alvv.iys out of
Mountain Dew"

Amy Paulson '89
"Too far away from the
new dorm."

Sharon Suh "91
"The Chicken"

Andrew Watt '92
"I've never been there"

Tonya Wright '91
"The Jo ]o's Liste like
chicken fried potatoes"

Chantal Bade '89
'The smell of chicken."
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PIZZARONI

The Tripod Needs Arts
Writers!!
If you are interested please contact
Liz Horn at Box 1310

House of Fine Foods
N.Y. Style Pizza
Calzones
White Clam Pizza
Stromboli
Chicago Style Pizza

LIVE AND
LEARN IN
PARIS
Exclusively French Educational
Service for University Study

For Super-Fast
9
Delivery .
Call 249-3889

•Flexible and individually adapted program
•Total immersion
-Guidance and support
"Cultural activities

Academic year: September 15 to June 15
Enrollment Deadlines.Fall Semester: April 15
Spring Semester: October 30

Check with us for our
Tuesday & Wednesday
Specials

For information write or call: VIA PARIS
6 Greenwood Ave., Bronxville, NY 10708
Telephone (914) 779-3373

When you've ept abeer
this rich andflavorful,
why suck alime?
Let's face it amigos, any beer that needs a slice of lime to give it flavor can't be
much ofabeec Discover Calory Amber Lager...Its rich, imported taste is
hearty and robust Try it the next time you order beer, and hold the lime,

Calgary Amber Lager. Join the stampede.
r

***•»

A T-Shirt offer that's notfor suckers.
Please send me the following Calgary T-Shirts:
Quantity _

Price

Size
M __L

XL

*A11 Perm residents add 6% sales tax.
All prices effective throughjanuary 31,
1989. Void where prohibited.

Total

$8.00 ea.
Tax*
TOTAL

Mafl to: Gold Medal Sportswear, Calgary T-Shirt Offer,
1011 Cedar Avenue, Croydon, PA 19020
Imported by Century Importers Inc., Baltimore, Maryland

(PLEASE PRINT)
Name
Address.
City

. State.

.-Zip.

-Phone-

Payment D Check DMoneyOrder OV1SA D MasterCard • American Express

card #
Signature.

Exp.Date.
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Arts
Lerman Begins Week-Long Dance Residency
at Trinity from 10 a.m. to 4 p.m.,
dancing; in performers that look like
Washington has ever nurtured."
featuring Lerman's entire company
people dancing, not dancers dancing;
Li/Lcrman's I lartford residency
in the idea that dance is a birthright;
is co-sponsored by Trinity College. (Dance Exchange and Dancers oil he
in keeping professional dancers alive
Dance Services Network and the Third Age). Two morning workshop
sessions will be followed by a lunchOn Saturday, Nov. 12, Liz Ler- as human beings; in what dancers Jewish Community Center. In addiman/ Dance Exchange will lake the
eon in which Ms. Lerman is the keyhave to learn from people who have
tion to the Saturday evening performstage in Goodwin Theatre, beginning
note speaker, and ending with an afbeen in motion fro over 60 years; in
ance, on the same day. Dance Serva week-long dance residency in Mart- how much dancers know and how
ternoon workshop.
ices Network will hold a conference
ford. This Washington, D.C.-based
little we share it will) the rest of the
troupe is known nationally for exworld; in how much dancers know
perimental modem dance which
ami how little the rest of the world
draws upon literature, personal expeknows we know it; in the time when
rience, philosophy and political-sopeople who are too fat. too clumsy,
cial commentary.
too old, too sick to dance, actually
step out and dance, and how transMs. Lerman, Artistic Director
formed the dancer and the watcher
of the Dance Fxhange, has studied
are in that moment; in how my chonumerous forms of dance, including
reography is a vehicle for me to learn
ballet, modern, improvisation, choreabout anything I want; inthecontiiuiography, mime and the history of
ing hunt for interesting movement
dance. She founded the Dance Exvocabulary thai satisfies performers,
change in 1976 and the troupe has
watchers, and the subject matter; in
gone on to perform at the Baltimore
the aesthetic, physical and social
International Theater Festival, the
John F. Kennedy Center for the Per- implicat ions of com bin ing young and
old; in making an environment thai
forming Arts, the New Music Amersomehow leaves room for individual
ica Festival and the Dance Theater
and collective participation but slays
Workshop in New York.
loyal to an artistic idea and focus; in
in addition, Ms. Lerman has
the continuing challenge of making
served as an artist-in-residence for
personal expression valuable to me.
the Jacob's Pillow Dance Festival's
the dancers, anil the lady next door."
InsicMOiit program, for Scensommar
85's The Oilier America Festival in
Li/ Lerman's art focuses on
Sweden and Denmark, and has been
blending dance with substantial subp'Mtvflbc American Inroads series at
ject matter; her dances work with
the New Performance Gallery. Ms.
such issues as the defense budget,
Lerman recieved her seventh Chorenuclear waste and Russian history.
ography Fellowship from the National
The New York Times wrote of her:
Endowment for the Arts in 1988.
"She is one of the msot articulate and
Known for working with per- compassionate of social commentaformers of all ages, Ms. Lerman also tors in the ails today, and a vein of
recently published a book. Teaching
poignant concern runs through the
Dance to Senior Adults.
satirical humor of her dances."
Members of Liz Lerman/Dance Exchange will perform in the Goodwin Theatre
In her press releases, Ms. LerThe Washington Post wrote:
of a week-long local residency.
man uses the following statement to "There are few choreographers in
describe herself and her artistic inten- Washington or anywhere these days
tions:
with quite the unbridled imagination
"I am interested in remembering
and conceptual range of L i / Lerman.
why I started to dance and how happy
. . she is a one-and-only artist, and
S was at that moment; in what we assuredly one of the brightest, strongdance about; in who gets to do the est, most adventurous dance spirits
-By Elizabeth HornArls Editor

The Li/1 .erman/Dance Exhange
Hartford residency is part of a New
England lour sponsored by the New
England Foundation forihe Arts. The
Nov. 12 performace begins at 8 p.m.
in .1.1.. Goodwin Theatre of Austin
Ails Center. For tickets or information, contact the Ails Center box office al 297-21

at I) p.m. on Saturday, Nov. '), as part

The Accused Delivers Gripping
Performance by Jodie Foster

HARTFORD STAGE

-By Liz Hoaly &Riiss Kauf'fMovie Reviewers

Coming Next
Li/:

November 1 2 - December 17

OTHER
PEOPLE'S
MONEY
by Jerry Sterner
Directed by Gloria Muzio
Traditional New England values collide with
New York business savvy and greed when a
takeover artist sets his sights on acquiring a
small manufacturing firm. An old fashioned
businessman comes face to face with the new
breed of corporate raider as he struggles to save
his company in a fast-paced comedy of business and high finance.

For tickets call 527-5151

I have to be honest with you: Russ
and I went into this week's movie
The Accused with a very bad attitude. We really weren't in the mood
for it-and Russ seemed especially
down on "another feminine flick." In
fact, when the lights went down in the
lovely Showcase Cinema, we were
still complaining about the $1.25 for
a soda and the $2.00 for stale Raisinettes.
Well, then the lights went down,
and from the moment 1 saw the image
of Sarah (Jodie Foster) running horrified into the street from the bar where
she was raped, clutching hercloihing
toherbody, the movie hail me hooked.
And believe me. it just kept gaining
velocity.
Kelly McOillis also stars, as the
prosecuting attorney for Sarah "s case.
But there's much more to this story
than the dramatization of a rape trial.
These two angry and strong-willed
women bring suit against the men
who watched thecrime be committed
and applauded it, being just as guilty
as those who acted. Jodie Foster
helps make the film so powerful with
her excellent performance as a tough
girl not about to take anything from
anyone.
I have never been so affected by
this subject as I was with this movie.
i cried, I was disturbed, and I was so
repulsed at times that I wanted to
leave the theater. And then, when it
was over. I was sojiappy I had gone.
Russ:
Liz really hit this one right on the
head. The film The Accused really
affected me. I wouldn't go as far as
saying that I was annoyed at having to
see "another feminine flick", but I
certainly was not up for seeing u movie
dealing with a subject us delicate as
rape.especially when 1 reali/edJodie
Foster had been cast in such a serious
role- my opinion of her acting talents
was not exactly complimentary. Boy.
was I wrong! This movie drew me in

immediately, using the shock value
of Jodie's hospital examination after
the rape and other incidents to set the
lone.
One key point occurs about fifteen minutes into the film when, infuriated at Kelly McGillis for plea bargaining with the rapists and letting
them off with charges of assault and
batlery. Jodie Foster barges her way
into the assistant D. A.'s apartment
where a dinner party is in progress. In
front of all of the guests, Foster delivers a really fiery and emotional plea
for her case. This scene is an important one for me because it was here
where the movie really reeled me in hook, line, and sinker.
Jodie Foster was pissed off and the
whole audience was practically on

their feet demanding that Justice be
served. The film proceeded with a
rollcrcoitster of emotions, and I was
at its mercy, following right along.
Although the technical quality of
The Accused is nowhere near that of
Fatal Attraction, the two have a lot
in common as far as shock value is
concerned. After seeing Fatal Attraction my reaction was thai I'd
never, ever, ever cheat on my wife.
After seeing The Accused, my reaction was that I'll never, ever make a
pass at a girl drunk in a bar, ever.
Well, maybe my reaction wasn't that
strong, bul close enough. In any case,
for a strong willed, disturbing but
effective film in which Jodie Foster
of all people deliversagreat performance, see ThcAccused.

The Henry ML Fuller Endowment for
the Fine Arts invites you to a
lecture by

Eisenberg
The Matrix of Genius:
Leonardo's "Adoration
of the Magi"
Wednesday, November 9, 1988
at 5 o'clock
The Austin Arts Center
Trinity College
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Arts
Whirligig: Mixed Review
-By Bob MarkeeFcalurcs Editor
This past weekend at Austin Arts
Center, the performance of Wliirligig by the Shaliko Company gave the
Trinity community an opportunity to
see a theatre piece which is still in the
process of creation. This work-inprogress was a simple reading of Mac
Wellman's script by the actors who
will eventually perform the finished
piece. While audience turn-out was
small, those that attended Whirligig
have been treated to an evening of
bizarre, surprising, and often disappointing theatre taken out of its regular trappings.
The plot of Whirligig is purposely confused to disturb the natural
inclination of an audience to allow
themselves to be drawn into a story
without having to question it. Rather,
the audience is forced to come to
terms with a plot which changes the
rules of its own reality whenever the
audience becomes comfortable.
Characters who seem to be one thing
seem to arbitrarily change into something else. The two normal, if somewhat stereotypical, sisters can, and

do. change into the girl-huns from
outer space.
Wellman's concepts are interesting, particularly when viewed in
relationship to Whirligig itself. His
attacks on American culture and values come across strongly in the person of Jennifer who projects several
loud monologues at her rebellious
and seemingly mad sister. Michelle.
Jennifer's screaming declaration of
all that is good and right sounds so
absurd that even the most patriotic
American would have to question
which on the sisters is truly mad. The
dialogue between the two is powerful
and effective but seems to not fit into
the absurd nature of the rest of the
play until one realizes that with
Whirligig: anything goes.
Unfortunately, while the randomness and social criticism of this
piece is effective and disconcerting,
much of the actual content of Whirligig does not add anything to Wellman's professed intent. Despite his
hatred of the genre of science-fiction
and fantasy, Wellman's use of the
girl-huns from space and the character of Zoothus the Obscure, the Weird
from the asteroid Elmer, seems to
mythologize and accept the genre as
much as it makes it appear absurd.

Moreover, the constant shifts of
continuity draw away from the impact of the playwright's social comments and leave one with an unsatisfactory feeling of disconcerted loss.
While this effect isnodouht intended.
Wellman cannot hope to achieve this
effect and still make any strong statement of his other themes. He makes
use of stream-of-consciousness dialogue and speeches which are simply
lists of American towns and heavenly
bodies. While he calls these "an index
of world culture" they alienate the
listener's ear rather than make any
point of their own. If their point is
simply absurdity, he once again distracts from his other ideas.
In short. Whirligig attempts to
achieve a certain degree of social
commentary on American values
while disconcerting the audience with
the presentation of an absurd world.
While both of these goals are effectively executed, they tend to cancel
each other out. The presentation was
interesting and educational in terms
of viewing a play in an unfinished
form and due to the nightly discussions with the playwright, actors, and
director Leonard Shapiro after each
performance. Whirligig was well
worth seeing

Whirligig

Hartford Arts for November
Aetna Institute Gallery presents "A Vista of Steamship Design: Fantasy and Real, 1889-1932" by Peter W. Sparre through
Jan. 1, 1989. The Gallery is located at 205 Farmington Ave. Call 727-4286.
The Bushnell is showing the Broadway hit "Me and My Girl" from Nov. 8 to 13.
The Vienna Symphony Orchestra will perform on Monday, Nov. 21 at 8 p.m. as the second concert of The Bushnell Visiting
Symphony Series. Contact the Bushnell Box Office at 246-6807.
Center Church House in downtown Hartford will present "Chanterelle," folk music with James Dalton and Margaret SmithDalton on Wednesday, Nov. 9 at 12:15.
In another segment of its Wednesday Noon Series, Center Church House will host the Hartt School of Music's guitar ensemble,
also at 12:15. For more information about these and other concerts, call 249-5631.
The Jorgenson Auditorium at the University of Connecticut welcomes Count Basie and His Orchestra on Friday, Nov. 11 and
Saturday, Nov. 12 at 8 pm.
On Monday, Nov. 14, the Los Angeles Piano Quartet will appear at 8 pm.
Acclaimed young violinist Stephanie Chase will perform at Jorgenson Auditorium on Monday, Nov. 21 at 8 pm. For tickets or
information on any Jorgenson Auditorium performances, phone the box office at 486-4226.
Hartford Stage presents "Other People's Money," a play by Jerry Sterner, from Nov. 18 through Dec. 17. For information and
tickets, phone: 527-5151.
Real Art Ways on Allyn Street will present "See
Through," an athletic multi-media performance by East
Village choreographer Maria Cutrona on Saturday, Nov.
12 at 8 pm.
RAW's second annual New England Composers Festival
will take place Nov. 17,18 and 19. For information on
any RAW performances, exhibits and events, call 5255521.
WORKS Contemporary Dance will premiere three new
pieces, "Chameleon" by Rob Kowalski, an as-yet-untitled
work by Ted Hershey and "Circle Game" by Sarah
Meneely-Kyder on Nov. 19 and 20 at the Greater Hartford
Jewish Community Center. For information contact: 5221045.
Yale University Art Gallery will premiere an exhibit
"The World in Miniature: Engravings by the German
Little Masters, 1500-1550" on Nov. 17. The exhibit runs
through Jan. 8, 1989. For further information on this or
other Gallery exhibits, call 432-0600.
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Sports
Wild Pitches
hy Bill Charest
Bob: Hi, I'm Bob McKenzie and this is my brother, Doug.
Doug: How's it goin', eh?
B: We're here in the Great White North, and our guest today
is, like, the greatest hockey player in the world, eh?
D: Take off, Bob! Guy Lafleur plays for them now.
B: Them??
D: Yeah, you know, those New York hosers.
B: Aw, take off! Lafleur's fifty years old. I'm talking about
Wayne Gretzky. In fact, here he is right now. How's it goin',
Wayne?
Gretzky: Actually, I feel that things are progressing quite
well with the Kings. The players have adjusted to a more offensive type of game plan, and I 'm really optimistic about our future.
We have a really good supply of young talent, and...
D: But, like, what about Edmonton? They really loved you,
and now you're gone, eh?
G: So?
D: Whatta ya mean, "So?!?" These guys paid good money,
and drank a lot of cold ones when they went to see you, And now
you don't care, you, you... you HOSER!"
G: Now wait a minute...
B: Take it easy, Doug. Look, the buck bacon needs to be
turned over. Go take care of it, and like, I'll talk to Wayne, O.K.,
eh?
D: All right.
B: So Wayne, like, how's California?
G: It's fine. It's a heck of a lot warmer than Edmonton, but
I certainly don't mind that! Janet and I godown to the beach every
day and..
B: And what?!?
G: Well, generally, we take walks, lay in the sun, and perhaps
even go shopping, if we're in a daring mood! Ha! Ha ! Anyway,
Janet and I work out at the club every other clay, and...
B: You know something?
G: What?
B: You even talk like one of them now!
G: One of "them"?!?
B: Yeah, those American yuppie hosers. Their beer is weak,
and they act like they own everything! And worst of all, they all
wear sweaters, even when it's warm! You wimp!
G: Now see here! I object to such treatment! I... I...
B: You're a hoser! You don't even care about the Great
White North any more! Take off! Get out!
G: O.K., fine! If you're going to treat me that way, I'm
leaving!
B: And good riddance, you wimp!
D: Wayne the Wimp - that's funny, eh?
B: You wereright, Wayne's a hoser! He thinks he's, like, Mr.
America and stuff, eh?
D: Well, I could have told you that...
B: Anyway, it doesn't matter. I'm gonna keep tipping back
a few cold ones, and I'll welcome our next guest, Ben Johnson.
Johnson: Like, how's it goin', eh?
D: Well, you certainly talk a lot better than Wayne the Hoser!
B: So, like, welcome to the Great White North, Mr. Johnson.
J: Just glad to be here, you know? Anyway, it's good to be
back from Seoul, and I'd really like to thank the people in the
Great White North for supporting me, eh?
B: But wasn't your medal taken away?
J: Yeah, but those judges, they we're hosers, and they didn't
understand. I was hurt. I had to take those steroids to get into
shape, eh?
B: So, like, you needed steroids to get in shape?
J: Yeah. I needed to run faster, to be the fastest human in the
world, to be the world's greatest athlete...
B: But look at my brother Doug. He's the world's greatest
athlete. He's a man-mountain. He doesn't take any pills. He just
tips back a few cold ones, and pounds the back bacon, eh?
J: But I ran a 9.79 in the 100 meters, you.know? No has ever
done that, ever! Medals don't mean anything. So I'm, like, the
best, eh?
D: You're a hoser! You're just jealous that you couldn't be
a mountain like me. And I run better then you do anyway! I ran
a 8.43 yesterday...
J: What?!?
B: Yeah! I timed him in our Buick, eh?
J: Oh, get out! You're lyin\ you hosers!
D: Awww, forget it! Why don't you just leave?!?
B: Yeah. Take off!
J: Fine! If that's the way you feel, I'm leaving, you hosers!
Goodbye!
B: So like, what do we do now?
D: I don't know... (Sniff, Sniff)... what's burning?
B: The back bacon! You hoser! You forgot it!
D: Gimme another beer...

Jim Walcwandcr: A Role
Model For The Mediocre

catcher.
When Pat and I saw a guy like
Jim Walewander playing Major
League Baseball, we couldn't resist
It may come as a total shock lo
making him our hero. Compared to
the entire professional sports world,
the Winl'ields and the Boggses in the
but as of Tuesday, November 8th,
major leagues, he is awful, and that
1988 I am anouncing my retirement
as President and Co-founder of The doesn't bother him.
Me made it to the big leagues in
Jim Walewandcr Fan Club.
early June of 1987. When we drove lo
It is u particularly sad moment
Detroit to see the Tigers play the
for myself.
I'm sure none of you are too Angels at the end of July. Jim still
hadn't started a game. Me had never
upset. I'm sure most of you don't
played more lhan an inning al a time,
even know who Jim is.
and had less than twenty at-bals. The
Jim is different.
only thing they used him for was
He has been a Major League
pinch running.
Baseball player for the better part of
So Pat and I, both rather drunk at
these last two seasons. Me has split
the time, could not resist the temptatime between the Detroit Tigers and
the Toledo Mudliens. Never has he tion to paint a forty fool long J i m
Walewander Fan Club banner.
finished a baseball season with a
We took it to the Saturday al'lerbatting average above .240. Never
has he won a starting position. Me has noon game in the hope thai our hero
would get to pinch run. We were
never been kept on the roster come
playoff time, when teams have to get wrong.
Minutes before game time, the
rid of their extras.
To pin it bluntly, Jim is as medi- Tigers regular second baseman, Lou
Wliitaker, strained his hack and was
ocre its they come.
unable lo play. They started Jim al
Thai is exactly why Pal Beck,
second base.
my next door neighbor, and 1 founded
lie popped up to the catcher
The Jim Walcwandcr Fan Club on
when he halted with two out in the
Saturday, July 25th. 1987.
second inning,. "No," wethoughi,"If
Pat Beck has no athletic ability
we put this banner up, people will
whatsoever (if Pat sees this in print,
hale us." He grounded into a double
he will find me, and he will kill me.)
play, with the bases loaded, to end the
But lhat never slopped him from going
fourth inning. "No," we thought, "if
out there and trying his hardest, ;\nd
we put this banner up, people will
generally looking like an idiot.
lynch us."
There were only iwenly-eiglu
But when Jim came lo bat in the
people on our High School Football
bottom ol'lhe sixth, with the tying run
team during Pat's Senior year. Pat
was the seventh string wide receiver. on first, and iwo out, he hit his only
major league home run. Upper Deck.
Likewise, I was a lousy High
Right Center Field. Fifty feet from
School Baseball player.
where we were sitting.
No matter how well I tickled, or
We held our banner up with
how hard 1 played,! couldn't hit the
pride, and led the entire center field
ball. 1 was the number seven outbleachers in a chant of "Waaaaaalefielder. I got to play in the last half of
waaaander, Waaaaaalewaaaaner."
the second game of a double header...
Everybody wanted to become a
once.
member of the Jim Walewander Fan
Offensively, I was the first base
Club, so Pat and I felt an obligation to
coach. Defensively, I was the bullpen
- By Eric Hammerstrom Assistant Spans Editor

mediocre athletes everywhere, to
anyone who ever played the game a.s
hard as they cou Id, but were sti 11 awful.
We printed Bum per stickers. We
sold T-shirts, We made banner-appearances in live major league ball
parks. The Fan Club expanded to
include Walewanderers from both
Northern and Southern Michigan,
New Jersey, Washington D.C., and
Seattle Washington. Two lunatics
from Ontario have founded the first
Canadian Chapter of The Jim Walewander Fun Club, and some punk
rockers from Oakland California have
begun a pirate organization under the
same name.
I think,I iin really liked us al first.
When be was interviewed after
thai home run be said. "I never
dreamed I'd have one of those things
(fan clubs). My parents, my favorite
band (The Dead Milkmen), and my
fan club were all here. What more
could you want."
Bui times have been rough for
Jim. He plays the game like there is
no tomorrow because, for a player at
his level, each game could be his last.
Thai is why I am resigning
immediately as President of his fan
club. By being crazy enough to do all
those tilings, we have made Jim a
novelty. He has become a cult hero,
because he is mediocre.
When a group of us Walewandorers drove lo Milwaukee this summer.Jini ignored us. We even brought
him a gift of a fan club T-shirt. But he
would have nothing to do with us.
He has been trying all of his life
lo he the best he can he. And as his fan
club, we have told the entire baseball
world how mediocre he is.
I hope we haven't ruined his
chances to become a good ballplayer.
I hope we haven't hurl his confidence.
If we have, I'm sorry. We only
did it because we love the way he
plays ihe game, and because we saw
a liltle bit of ourselves in Jim.

Cross Country Update
Men Fall to Wesleyan
by Matthew W. Muguire
The Men's cross-country team travelled to Wesleyan on Saturday to face their archrivals on a 4.9 mile course of paved, rolling hills. Although Wesleyan, ranked tenth in New
England, defeated the Bantams, it was still a race the team could be proud of. Six Trinity
runners ran their fastest times ever at this distance.
Finishing first for the men's team was Junior Mike Joyce, who surged in the last twoand-a-half miles to place ninth with a personal best lime of 27:12. Sam Adams and Bruce
Corbet! came back strong from bad races last week, finishing I Oth and 12th overall with times
of 27:19 and 27:46, respectively. The Bantams then packed four consecutive places.
Sophomore MatlMaguire placed 14th, Kevin hall placed 15th. Peler Cram was 16th. and Eric
Gazin (running despite illness) finished 17th. Maguire, Hall, and Cram each ran the fastest
limes of their careers.
Mike Fagan and Tito Lord also ran well for Trinity's men's learn, with Lord finishing
his running career at Trinity with his best race— a time of 28:52, good for 23rd place.
Next week, the Men's cross country team will take its top seven runners to the New
England Regional Championships, held at Southeastern Massachusetts University. The
men are hoping for a strong ending to their season, which they can build upon next fall.

Wehrli Leads Women
by Caroline Bailey
Running in the rain once again this season,Trinity \s Women's Cross Country Team went
up against rival Wesleyan this past Saturday, November 5. Unfortunately the team had to run
without Kay McGowan and Claire Summers, both out with back injuries. Wesleyan's
predominantly flat. 3.1 mile roadway course was welcome relief from last week's hilly race
at Coast Guard, and led to faster times on the whole for the team. Gail Wehrli came in first place
overall with a quick time of 18:30. Unfortunately, the next six places were captured by
Wesleyan runners, giving them the overall team win with 20 points.
Jen Moran followed the Wesleyan runners placing eighth, with a time of 21:03. Sue Kinz
and Caroline Bailey came in eleventh and twelfth place, with respective times of 22:00 and
23:02. Edging out a Wesleyan runner with a strong final sprint, Kristin Comstock came in
sixteenth place with a time of 24:14. Laura Kearney and Hope Weiner came in shorily after,
rounding off a strong performance fora team saddled with minor injuries ranging from shin
splints to sore muscles. Next week the team will travel to the New Eneland Division III Meet,
running against the other NESCAC schools to decide which team wilfgo on IO Nationals. The
race will also decide which individual runners, qualifyine separaielylrom team scores, will
go on to the Nationals as well.
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Sports
Ducks Third In Tourney

Tinabeth Passaro (6) advances the ball while Mary Beth Madarasz looks on.

Photo by Dawn Amore

Amherst Tops Bants, 30-21
The Bantams definitely showed
a great deal of character by coming
out fired up in the second half; the
Sports Editor
fake field goal might have had something to do with it. After having absoS a t u r d a y ' s g a m e against
lutely everything go wrong in the first
Amherst, in front of a large but rainhalf, and playing in the wind and rain,
soaked Homecoming crowd, was
the Bantams could just as easily rolled
pretty hard (o figure. The Bantams
entered the game knowing that two over and died. But Trinity came out
firing, and quarterback Kevin Griffin
key players, free safety and kick returner Darren Toth (groin) and defen- led the comeback. Griffin passed for
sive tackle David Moran (knee), nearly all of hi.s 188 yards in the
second half, with Stephen Redgate (2
would be unavailable for duty, while
linebacker Anthony Martin's playing TDs, and a two-point conversion),
Kevin RisCassi (2-38) and Terry
time would be limited due a bad ankle.
McNamara (4-54), all making some
However, not even these players could
acrobatic catches to help the Trinity
have prevented Murphy's Law from
taking over the first half, as the Bants cause.
fell behind, 24-0. Trinity was a totally
Another Bantam fumble gave
different team in the second half, Amherst the ball on the Trinity 27.
coming back to give the Lord Jeffs a This time, the Trinity defenders were
good game, before finally bowing,
up to the task, forcing the Lord Jeffs
30-21.
to settle for a 26-yard Joseph Love
field goal, and a 27-0 lead. Then, the
The first half was simply an
Bantams began the long road back.
unmitigated disaster. Nothing seemed
Trinity started on their own 20,
to go right for the Bantams. After
after the ensuing kickoff. Then, Kevin
Amherst went on top 3-0, on a 31Griffin and company went to work.
yard field goal by Joseph Love, strange
things began to happen. Kevin Grif- Griffin found Kevin RisCassi for fifteen yards, and then a 32-yard pass to
fin was hit at the Trinity 29, and
tight end Rocco DeMaio gave the
fumbled. Amherst's Kirk Aadalen (a
Bants a first down on the Amherst 33.
shoo-in for the NESCAC all-name
team) recovered. A few plays later, Two plays later, RisCassi scored on a
Kevin Minicus took it in from two 24-yard pass play up the middle,
yards out, putting Amherst up, 10-0, putting the Bantams on the scoreboard.
with one minute left in the first quarter. This, unfortunately, was to be the
A sack by Jeff Buzzi and David
story of the first half. Any time the Grant, coupled with a horrendous
Bantams started moving the ball, a
punt by Amherst, pin the Bantams in
turnover stopped them in their tracks.
position to score again, with a first
down on the Amherst 36. Stephen
Quarterback Brian Jurek (21
Redgate made a great catch for a 26rushes, 101 yds.) helped set up the
yard gain, and a first and goal on the
Lord Jeffs' next score, when he gained
Amherst 10. A run by RisCassi and a
fifteen yards on a fake punt, moving
short pass left the Bants with a fourth
the ball to the Trinity 25. On third and
and goal on the 2. But Griffin found
goal from the 2, Kevin Minicus dove
Stephen Redgate for the touchdown,
for the touchdown, putting Amherst
to keep the Bants' comeback hopes
up, 17-0. The hole grew even deeper
alive. The extra point was blocked,
for the Bants, as a fumbled punt gave
leaving the score at 27-13. Amherst.
the Lord Jeffs the ball on the Trinity 6.
Jurek took it in on the next play, and
The B antam defenders were fired
with 6:05 left in the half, Amherst led,
up on the next series, stopping
24-0.
Amherst on three running plays, and
Mike Davis returned the punt to
Taking a play out of the Barry
midfield. A penalty moved the ball to
Switzer notebook. Amherst coach
the 40, and Stephen Redgate had a
James Ostendarp pulled a completely
nice run to move the ball to the 20.
bush league play by attempting a fake
field goal from the Trinity 7 with only Terry McNamara made a spectacular
diving catch at the Amherst 3. and
one second left in the half. Plays such
Redgate made an equally incredible
as these have no place in college athletics, and it was perhaps poetic jus- catch (wo plays later for the touchdown. Redgate again came up huge in
tice thai the play failed. If Trinity had
hauling in a pass for the two-point
been able to come back to win the
conversion, drawing Trinity to with in
game, Ostendarp would have deserved
every bit of what came to him, for his 27-21, and making the Homecoming
crowd go wild.
utterly classless attitude in making
that call.
Unfortunately. Amherst was able

By Bill Charest -

to ice the game on their next possession. Brian Jurek had a few clutch
runs, eventually giving the Lord Jeffs
a first and goal on the Trinity 4. Paul
Brian saved a touchdown, with a great
play to keep Amherst's Paul Vandervort out of the end zone. But Joseph
Love came on to hit his third field
goal of the day (no fake this time, huh,
coach?), an 18-yard chip shot, to give
Amherst the final margin of 30-21.
End Run: Terry McNamara
continues to lead NESCAC in receiving, now having caught 42 passes, for
499 yards... Defensive tackle John
Romeo wa.s named NESCAC Rookie
of the Week,having recorded 10 tackles, 1.5 sacks, and a 27-yard fumble
return for a TD against Coast Guard...
Freshman John Dauphinee filled in
admirably at free safety for Darren
Toth, while sophomore Brian Garrity
spelled Anthony Martin at linebacker
much of the time... Trinity travels to
Middletown to face the Wesleyan
Cardinals in their season finale. A
convincing win over Wesleyan would
certainly be a pleasant way to end the
season.

by Noke
On October 29. the Trinity waterpolo team travelled to Bates College to compete in the third annual New England Small College Waterpolo Conference tourney. Coming off an extremely successful 6-1 regular season. Trinity was seeded 2nd going into the tournament. The problems began early for the Ducks, however, as they were unexpectedly put
in the same bracket as lust year's runner up. Colby College. Captain Alex
Paidas explained why this was a disappointment: "According to the
seeding at the end of the season we were expecting to see Bates in the
semifinal, a team we had beaten 22-10 during the regular season. All the
tournament games are played in one day. so fatigue is a major factor. We
figured that Bridgewater (the #1 seed) would have a tougher game
against Colby, and we would come into the final a little fresher having
played Bates." However, at the last minute Colby requested to switch
with Bates, their reason being that they would be unable to get into the
pool in time for their first game. "The Tournament Committee O.K.'d
it despite our protests, " added Paidas, "we kind of felt that if we could
drive five hours to get here, Colby could get up a half hour earlier, but
since they had the same record as Bates, it could have gone either way.
It was just tough getting all geared up to play Bates and then find out the
night before that we were playing Colby."
Trinity's first round game was closer that the Ducks expected, as a
tenacious Holy Cross team kept the game close until the final buzzer.
The Ducks never gave up the lead, however, and won 10-9. Colby
breezed by WPI in their first game, setting the stage for the Trinity-Colby
semifinal. The Ducks came out playing their best polo of the season, and
by the end of the first quarter they were up 3-0, behind goals by Ted "Mad
Dog" Foss and hole man Roberto Sifuentes. In the middle of the 2nd
quarter, hole guard Loren Strand was forced to leave the game after
committing 3 personal fouls, but at the half. Trinity still held a4-2 lead.
In the 3rd quarter, Captain Chris Coxon fouled out of the game as well,
and Colby took the lead for the first time. With two of the Duck's
veterans on the sidelines, things looked grim as the seconds ticked away
in the fourth quarter. Colby was up by 2 goals until Sifuentes scored with
2:00 left. Trinity then forced a Colby turnover, and freshman wing Dave
Shapiro sent the game into overtime with a goal in the final :30 of the
game. The Ducks were unable to keep up the pressure in the overtime
period, despite a strong effort by freshman Ren Getzendanner, who
replaced Strand at hole guard. Colby made the most of their scoring
opportunities, and won the game 9-7.
Although it was a bitter disappointment, the Ducks still felt good
about the way they played. "I've never seen a bunch of guys get so up
for a game, " said Sifuentes after the contest; "it was incredible. To be
able to play them that tight after losing two of our starters took a lot of
guts. It was definitely the best game of our season."
Trinity then met Bales to determine the 3rd place finisher in the
tournament. Still angry, Ducks took advantage of this opportunity to
humiliate them in their own pool. Playing in his final game as a Duck,
Chris Coxon scored 6 goals and dished out 4 assist, his best performance
of the season. Also playing in their final game were senior goalie and
Roberto Sifuentes. The Ducks controlled every stage of the game,
trouncing 14-8 in front of a strangely silent home crowd. Colby went on
to win a close final against Bridgewater State to become the 1988
NESCWPC Champions. Inrecognition of theiroutstanding play throughout the tournament, Chris Coxon, Ted Foss, and Roberto Sifuentes were
named to the NESCWPC All-Conference team.

Corrections:
The Field Hockey photo which appeared in last week's
Tripod was of an intrasquad scrimmage, not of the Keene
State game. Also, the football photo was taken by Mark
Bridges, not Sue Muik.
My apologies!

The Bants fell to Amherst 30-21 in Saturday's Homecoming game.

- The Sports Editor

Photo by lames Loutit
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Sports
NBA Preview: Hawks Are New Rising Force
But the Lakers Will Give Kareem a Happy Farewell
- By Bill Charest Spurts Editor
Atlantic Division
I .Boston Celtics: Frontcourt is one of
the best ever; Larry Bird continues to
dazzle; rookie guard Brian Shaw will
help the aging Dennis Johnson; age is
a factor, but not as severe as some
think; they will have another 55-58
win season, but a trip to the Finals
seems like a reach.

Catledge is a gifted performer; Jeff
Malonc is the best player in the NBA
that shoots under 40% from the field;
fifth place by default.

at the end of lasi season as did Horace
Grant; the Bulls will find out how
overrated Bill Cartwrighl really is;
losing Oakley's rebounding will kill
them.

6. Charlotte Hornets: At least they
will be better than Miami; Kelly
Tripucka must get used to actually
playing; Rex Chapman is a good
rookie on a poor team; Tyrone Bogues makes theirgames worth watching; sixth place because Miami doesn't
play in this division.

5. Milwaukee Bucks: Sidney Moncrief and Jack Sikma are both Hearing
the end; Terry Cummings is a bright
spoton a mediocre team; Paul Pressey
is fun to watch; a first-round playoff
loss to Boston or New York is a
distinct possibility.

Central Division
2.New York Knicks: Patrick Ewing
has finally emerged; Mark Jackson is
a potential superstar; getting Charles
Oakley was a steal for the Knicks Oakley will help, since the Knicks are
a weak shooting team; Gerald Wilkins must produce; the team is good for
50 wins or so, but they're still a year
away.

I. Atlanta Hawks: Dominique Wilkins personifies "showtime"; Doc
Rivers is underrated; C Moses Malone
and G ReggieTheus help shore up the
team's two weak spots; Kevin Willis
is out till New Years' with a broken
foot - Anloine Carr has to shoulder
the load; they could go all the way.

6. Indiana Pacers: Wayman Tisclale
needs to figure out thai the hoop is the
litlle round thing above his head;
rookie Rik Smits will be the biggest
Hop since Sam Bowie; Chuck Person
has to regain rookie form; maybe next
year, guys... or maybe not.

back: Alex English is slill one oflhe
smoothest players in the game; team
defense has never been a strong point
with Doug Moe's teams; Michael
Adams is Mr. Three Pointer: is Danny
Schayes really worth $ 1.5 million per
year?'.'.

2. Portland Trailbla/ers: Clyde Drexler makes ihe team go; Jerome Kersey
is vastly underrated: Kevin Duckworth, armed wilh a big contract,
must now show he deserves the
money; Steve Johnson is solid; these
guys could knock off L.A.

4. Houston Rockets: Akeem
Olajuwon is now Ihe best center in the
world; Sleepy Floyd impresses one
night, bin loo often lives up to his
nickname: rookie Derrick Chievous
gives the lean) another head case;
Otis Thorpe will help.

3. Seattle Supersonics: Losing Tom
Chambers might not be a bad idea.
Not many ofhisteammalescried when
he left: Dale Ellis and Xavier
McDaniel are a potent one-i wo punch;
Michael Cage must produce offensively if the learn is lo go anywhere.

5. San Antonio Spurs: liven David
Robinson couldn't save this learn;
Alvin Robertson and Johnny Dawkins are a dynamic backcouri landem;
rookie Willie Anderson is a future
slar; the last three Lakers' backup
centers play here: rebounding? Forget it.

4. LA Clippers: Rookies Ken Norman, Charles Smith and holdout
Danny Manning are one hell of a
nucleus; Benoil Benjamin is basketball's version of Riddick Bowe;
Reggie Williams anchors ihe
backeourt; nol yet. guys, not yel.

Midwest Division

3.Philadelphiu76ers: Charles Barkiey
is raw power on the court; Mersey
Hawkins will be Rookie oflhe Year if
he gets enough PT; Cliff Robinson
and Mike Qminski give the team
credibility in the paint; Mo Cheeks
keeps going; they're still missing a
scorer or two.

2. Detroit Pistons: Goon ladies wellknown throughout the league; Bill
Laimbeer's health is a question, as is
James Edwards' desire; Isaiah Thomas and Joe Dumars are a great tandem; Adrian Dantley still has it; egos
will keep team from finishing first.

1. Dallas Mavericks: RoyTarpley is a
rebuilding demon, who can gel you
15 or 20 a game: James Donaldson is
a great rebounderand defender; Mark
Aguirre is great, but must grow up
(will he ever1.'); Derek Harper lives lo
shool three-poiniers.

4. New Jersey Nets: Gelt ing Joe Barry
Carroll help gives Buck Williams
some much-needed help on the
boards; scoring, what scoring? Mike
McGee will bomb away from 40,
maybe even make one now and then;
fourth place by default.

3. Cleveland Cavaliers: Brad Daugherty has proven himself; Larry Nance
needs to take charge of the scoring
burden; Mark Price has convinced
some skeptics; Ron Harper must be
healthy; depth and rebounding are the
weaknesses.

2. Utah Jazz: How about their oxynioronic name; Karl Malone is an 18wheeler in sneakers; Mark Eaton
blocks anything in his path; John
Stockton came of age last year; Thurl
Bailey is a gifted sub; backup center
and guards needed badly.

5. Washington Bullets: Without
Moses to part the proverbial Red Sea,
these guys are gonna drown; Terry

4. Chicago Bulls: Michael Jordan,
Michael Jordan and more Michael
Jordan; Scottie Pippen impressed me

3. Denver Nuggels: They surprised
everyone last year, bin they won't
Ibis year; Calvin Natt needs lo come

6. Miami Heal: This leant can he
easily summed up - The Miami Heal
could easily wind up as ihe worst
learn in NBA history (nine wins is the
record low); when Scoli Hastings is
your best player, your team is in deep
trouble: why are they in Ihe Midwest,
or for that mailer. Ihe NBA?
Pacific Division
I. I .os Angeles Lakers: Magic Johnson
is just that; was Michael Cooper hurl
at the end of last year, or has he
.slipped? Kareem keeps going, though
he'll he 42 in April; Byron Scott is a
deserving All-Star; James Worthy
isn't bad either; will give coach Pat
Riley his third straight title next spring.

5. Phoenix Suns; Signing Tom Chambers kepi the Suns out of the hasemeni; rookie Dan Majerie will help;
Armon (iilliam needs to emerge;
Alvan Adams will soon see ihe fifth
president lo lake office during his
career.
6. Ciolden Slate Warriors: Ralph
Sampson is definitely not a player lo
build a contender on; Chris Mullin
needs to gel his act together: Winston
Garland is a diamond in ihe rough;
the Warriors have no forwards on the
All-Star ballot.
7. Sacramento Kings: Whatever progress these guys made waserased when
the traded Otis Thorpe: LaSalle Thompson plays like Benoit Benjamin's
little brother; Ihe Kings have ngjyjards
or forwards on the All-Slar Ballot.

Women's Soccer Robbed, Denied NIAC Bid
- By Matthew G. Miller •
Editor-in-Chief
The Trinity College Women's
Soccer Team was denied a bid to the
Northeast Intercollegiate Athletic
Conference tournament last week,
putting a final damper on an otherwise very successful season.
The teams who did make the
tournament were Middlebury, Mount
Holyoke, Williams, and Tufts. Connecticut College arid Smith both made
the ECAC tournament. The snub by
Ihe selectors for the NIAC tournament (the Conn. College coach was
the prime selector) was very disturbing considering the fact fhatTrin was
riding a 7 game unbeaten streak, had
tied Tufts, had tied Williams on the
road, and had beaten Mt. Holyoke on
their way to compiling their best record (6-3-3) in 7 years, and scoring
their most goals since 1982.
The only answer to the snub
would be that the Conn, coach refused to recognize Trin's fine finish,
and went with teams that had finer
soccer traditions. The "tradition" excuse is poor at best; to ignore a 7 game
unbeaten string, and the Lady Bant's
strength of schedule nothing short of
criminal.
Coach Maureen Pine was disheartened by the snub, remained optimistic, "This team accomplished so
much, they definitely deserved to be
selected, but the snub takes nothing
away from the season."
With this season complete, let's
look ahead. Next year, the Lady
Bants wil! have some key figures to
replace, but the base is their for more
fireworks.
Trin will miss graduating cocaptains Kathy Walsh and Layne
Pomerleau, who matured into leaders
just as the team started its successes.
Their on and off the field captainship
will be missed. Pomerleau was the
midf ield general, and Walsh prov ided
rock steady defense on the left side all

year long. Sweeper Julie Sullivan
will also graduate. Sullivan made the
tough switch from goalie to sweeper
look easy, and anchored the ever
improving defensive four.
Jen Duear, the first midfielder
off the bench provided much needed
depth, and although she never did
score, she did give the offense a spark
when it was needed. The last senior is
Melissa Hobbie, who gave the squad
depth at forward, and provided the
mental toughness that got the team
through its rough patches.
But there is a highly talented
group of returnees who gained valuable experience this year, and will
definitely lay a foundation for a championship run next season.
Up front, junior Kathy Ennis will
be back. Ennis, who compiled 22
points (10-2), despite missing 3
games, she will lead the offensive
next year with freshman Sally Thayer
who dazzled many an opponent on
her way to topping the squad scoring
column (9-5-23). Ennis has the knack
for being in the right place at the right
time, and is deadly in the penalty area.
Thayer has blazing speed and great
one-on-one moves, and has only to
vary those moves to become the
complete forward.
Chris Lindsay, a sophomore, will
be back on the wing, and will use her
variety of finesse moves to befuddle
opponents. Hampered by a nagging
hamstring injury, she played hurt for
much of the year, and showed only
flashes what she had accomplished
her freshman year. A healthy Lindsay adds a dangerous third option up
front.
And there is always sophomore
Kattya Lopez to come in when things
slow down. Lopez has the ability to
provide instant offense, and can stir
things up in a hurry. A little more
consistency could bring Lopez a long
way.
Despite the loss of Pomerleau
and Ducar. the midfield will still be
solid. Junior Laura Weaver, one of
the most talented players on the squad.

will hold down one spot, and Debby
Glew, another senior, will bold down
a second spot. The third spoi is up for
grabs, but Katherine Hewitt will definitely have the inside track. The
sophomore was a projected starter
this season, but suffered a fractured
ankle in the preseason, and was lost
for the year. Pushing ihe first three
for playing time will be freshman
Caroline Gilman, who came off the
bench to give a lot a valuable, very
consistent minutes. Gilman has the
ability to push the offense and plays
solid defensively. Glew was perhaps
ihe most consistent midfielder all year.
Always solid defensively, Glew used
her speed and savvy to develop into
an offensive force. She collected 3
goals and X assists on the year, and
easily could have doubled her goal
total. Weaver can be spectacular at
times, and needs only to be a little
more consistent to establish herself as
a force.
The rear line returnees are freshmen Kristen Mills and Merrill
Richardson. Richardson had an excellent year from the beginning and
played great soccer, getting entrenched at the right side. It is more
than likely that she will replace Sullivan at sweeper. Mills played stopper,
and was a very pleasant surprise.
Despite a slightly unorthodox playing style, she always seemed to make
the key play, and her recovery speed
is something special.
Goalie Lisa Banks, a junior,
improved with every game and will
only get better. She has learned to
play her angles and is much more
comfortable in the goal area, and plays
with a confidence that bestows her
improvement.
Veteran defenders Margie
Pcskin and Jen Manley also return.
Manjey spot started 2 years ago. and
Peskin started early this season. Both
will look to grab permanent spots
next season. Talented freshman Kim
Lesterwillalsogeta longer look now
that Sullivan has graduated.
The colorful"Rachel Zoob will

also compete lorlimeal bolhmidfield
and back, and Peyton Tansill, who
showed some flashes this year, will
put in a strong bid for increased playing time up front. Freshmen Ellen
McCusker and Julienne Coe will also
look for more time.

Coaches Pine and Chei McPhee
certainly have reasons lo be optimistic. Coupling these returnees with a
reportedly talented group of recruits,
the playoffs will not be a question
mark next season, they will be a certainty.

Tennis Places Eighth
in New Englands
• By Linda Bernstein •
S/mrts Writer
The Trinity Women's tennis
team ended their season at Ihe New
Englands on a high note, coming in
eighih out of twenty-two teams. The
Lady Bants surprised many opponents. Placing eighth is a great accomplishment considering the sudden death system used at the New
EnglandTournament— single elimination with no consolation.
Coach Wendy Barllett made
special note of number one seeded
Maria Nevares' match. Coming from
one set down and 2-5 in the second
set, Nevares rallied to win 6-7,7-5,6I. Whe went on lo the quarterfinals in
her flight.
Other winners included Anne
Nicholson and Debbie Andringa. who
got to ihe second round in their flights,
and Heather Watkins and Christine
Laraway who made it to the quarterfinals in theitflights. In doubles, both
the combinations of Laraway and
Nicholson, and Andringa and Betsy
Ludwig also made it to the quarter-

finals. Unfortunately. Eleanor Orr
lost in her first round match lo the
number one seed in what Barllett
called, "a well fought match."
Commenting on Ihe year. Captain Christine Laraway seemed very
pleased. "I'm happy we came in
eighih. We didn't lose to learns that
were seeded above us. which shows
Ihe calibur of our team. We can only
improve and it will be noticeable next
fall."
Coach Bartlett was also satisfied with this season's record. "We
ended the season well. We really
succeeded in improving our games
menially and physically."
Looking forward to next year.
Bartlett said, "No one is graduating
and we have several recruits coming
in. The level of play will be higher
and I expect to be one of ihe top
schools in New England."
The Bams are all seasoned players ami will be training during this
winter, and informally during the
Spring. With optimism and a lough
mental game, the Trinity Women's
Tennis leam will be a serious and
powerful contender in their league.

Good Luck,
George!
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Sports
FOOTBALL
Amherst (4-3)
10 14 3 3 - 30
TRINITY (4-2-1) 0 0 7 14 - 21
A - Love 31 FG. 9:56 first
A - Minicus 2 run (Love kick). 13:5L> first
A - Minicus I run (Love kick). 7:32 second
A - Jurek 5 run (Love kick), 14:02 second
A - L o v e 26 FG, 7:32 third
T - RisCassi 24 pass from Griffin (Jensen
kick), 8:55 third
T - Redgate 2 pass from Griffin (kick
blocked). :28 fourth
T - Redgate 3 pass from Griffin (Redgate
pass from Griffin), 6:11 fourth
A - L o v e 18 FG, 13:50 fourth
MEN'S SOCCER
Amherst (9-3-2)
1 1 - 2
TRINITY (8-6)
0 1 - 1
Goals: A - Erich Wefing, Tom Donahey;
T - Peter Alegi; Saves: A - Mark DeFanti,
5; T - E.G. Woods, 5.

EASTERN COLLEGE FOOTBALL
Scores from Saturday, 11/5
Boston Univ. 24. Harvard 23
Bowdoin 10, Bates 6
Bucknell 35, Lehiah 32
Colby 20, Middlebury 18
UConn2l. Delaware 20
Dartmouth 20, Columbia 10
Hamilton 24, Tufts 23
Maine 37. Brown 10
Penn. State 17, Maryland 10
Pittsburgh 20, Rutgers 10
Princeton 45, Colgate 13
Syracuse 49, Navy 21

This Week's Joe Harris
NFL Football Forecasts

FIELD HOCKEY
NIAC Tournament
Tufts (8-4-1)
1 0 - 1
TRINITY (8-4-1) 0 0 - 0
Goals: T F - Aryn Landau. Saves:
TF - Tricia Burke, 5; TR - Louise
van der Does, 11.
TRINITY TRIPOD'S NCAA
FOOTBALL TOP TEN
1. Notre Dame
2. U.S.C.
3. Miami, FL
4. Florida St.
5. W. Virginia
6. Nebraska
7. Oklahoma
8. U.C.L.A.
9. Arkansas
10. Auburn
Honorable Mention: Wyoming, Houston,
L.S.U., Syracuse, Michigan, Georgia.
TENNIS
European Community Championship
Men's Singles - Semifinals
Andrei Chesnokov, Soviet Union, def. Amos
•"•Mansdorf, Israel, 7-6 (7-3), 6-3.
John McEnroe, Cove Neck, NY, def. Jacob
Hiasek, Switzerland, 7-6 (7-3), 6-4.

f * = denotes home team)
Favorite
Underdog
^Atlanta
21
San Diego 20
Cincinnnati 21
*Kan. City 20
Cleveland 20
^Denver
17
17 Tampa Bay 16
•Detroit
21
^Seattle
Houston
20
Indianapolis 24
*Green Bay 21
Minnesota 23
*Dallas
20
N. Orleans 20
*LA Rams 17
NY Giants 21
*Phoenix 20
N. England 23
24
*NY Jets
"•Pittsburgh 20
Philadelphia 21
LA Raiders 17
*San Fran. 23
17
*Wash.
20 Chicago
Monday Night
Buffalo
*Miami
23
20

NATIONAL HOCKEY LEAGUE
Hartford Whalers-Sent Scott Kleinendorst.defenseman,
to Binghamton of the American Hockey League for a twoweek reconditioning period.
Pittsburgh Penguins: Signed Dan Quinn. center, to a
multi-year contract.
St. Louis Blues: Recalled Tim Both well, defenseman,
and Cliff Ronning, center, from Peoria in the Inetrnational Hockey League.

Our thanks to the New York Daily News (New York's
Hometown Paper™) for this letter:
Dear Mr. Lupica,
Why is Robin Givens depicted as so smart and
shrewd when Michael Spinks made more money, took
fewer punches and didn't have to sleep with Tyson?
Sincerely,
John Calcagni
Latham, NY

YONKERS O.T.B.
Results from Saturday, U/6
First: F - $8.80, $5.00. $3.40; B - $7.60, $3.00;
E - $6.00; Exacta: F-B - $97.00.
Second: B - $13.80, $6.80, $3.80; H - $18.40, $8.40;
A - $2.80; Exacta: B-H - $154.40.
Third: F - $5.80, $4.20, $2.60; D - $3.80, $3.00;
B - $3.00; Trifecta: F-D-B - $100.20.
Fourth: B - $4.80, $3.40, $2.80; F - $5.60, $2.60;
A - $3.20; Trifecta: B-F-A - $92.40.

SWEDISH STAT OF THE WEEK!
According to the Announcements Editor:
Sweden has now been neutral for about 250
years. However, it has been cold there, if not snowing,
since the dawn of time. Brrrrrrrrrrrrrrrrrrrrr!

MARLBORO CHALLENGE
at Miami, Florida
1. Michael Andretti, Na/.ereth, PA., (191.990 mph)
$225,000.
2. Emerson Ftttipaldi, Brazil, $136,500.
3. Raul Boesel, Brazil, $90,000.
4. Al Unser, Jr., Albequerque, NM, $70,000.
5. Rick Mears, Bakersfield, CA, $55,000.

The College View Cafe Scoreboard
Athlete Of
The Week
This week's College View Athlete of the Week is Louise Van der
Does. Van der Does, a sophomore
from Morristown, NJ, helped Lhe field
hockey team reach the NIAC tournament for the seventh straight year,
while compiling a goals against average of 1.00 and a sparkling .934 save
percentage, with four shutouts to her
credit. She will be instumental in the
Lady Bants' quest to regain the NIAC
title in '89. Congratulations, Louise,
on a spectacular season!

Marty says:
Remember
To Vote,
It's Your
Right!

Election Night is $3 Pitcher Night at The View
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Men's Soccer Drops Pair, Finishes 8-6
Bants cap first winning season since 1977
- By Pat Kcane Sports Writer
The Men's Varsity Soccer team
endedtlie season with two tough losses
this past week, In disappointingly
losing three of their last lour games,
the team still finished with an 8-6
record meaning their first winning
season in eleven years.
On Tuesday, the Bantams traveled to Wesleyan and faced a talented
Cardinal squad. This game was a
terrible series of lough breaks for the
Bantams. Trinity had some beautiful
scoring opportunities as I'Yeshman
forward Peter Alegi blasted a forty
yard shot, only to have it nail (he
crossbar and carom wide of the goal.
Then, a few minutes later Alegi showcased his acrobatic abilities in shooting a bicycle kick from eighteen yards
out only to have the Wesfeyan keeper
makeanicesave. The first half ended
scoreless as both sides played even
soccer. Although with twenty minutes to play, Wesleyan was granted a
verysuspect free kick. This questionable cull was converted for a goal as
the Wesleyan player placed the ball
low to the left- hand corner and in the
back of the net. After the goal, the
Bantams picked up the offensive
pressure but were unable to produce.
Then Wesleyan put on some pressure
of their own, as a Wesleyan forward
hit a cross that trickled through the
Trinity defense and was punched in
for a 2-0 lead. Wesleyan scored a few
minutes later on another cross to end
the game at 3-0.
On Saturday before a huge
homecoming weekend crowd, Trin-

ity hosted Amhcrst. This well-skilled
Amherst team defeated one of the
better division three teams in new
England in Connecticut College earlier this season 2-1. Amherst put the
pressure on early but were unable to
convert on the Trinity goal. Then
with about fifteen minutes left in the
first half, Amherst scored on a free
kick. In the second half the Bantam
offense came to life. With about
twenty five minutes left in the game
Peter Alegi scored on a sweet header
off a Mike Murphy cross. Amherst
deflated this new Bantam siege two
minutes later. An Amherst player
dribbled down the end line as goalie
R.G. Woods came out to cut down the
angle, but the Amherst forward
crossed the ball to a fellow player
who headed the ball in the buck of the
net. In what was another game of bad
breaks, the Bantams came up on the
other end of a 2-1 score.
In ending the season with an 8-6
record the team can look back and
take great pride. In facing some of the
toughest division three teams in New
England they were able to post their
first winning record in eleven seasons. After losing Senior Tri-Captain
Matt (iandal the team rallied in what
was a very positive season. Although
they are losing a host of seniors in:
Carl Tier, E.G. Woods, Steve Ryan,
Greg Stedman, J.R. Ralston, Mall
Gandal and Jeff "The Jake Man"
Jacobsen. they can rely on a breadth
of outstanding underclassmen that will
try to fill these roles. Regardless of
this, Coaches Robie Sluilts and Matt
Clark will definetly produce a lineup
that will make opposing teams very
"unlucky" next season.
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Men's soccer lost a close one, 2-1, to Amhcrsl, in last Saturday's Homecoming contest.

by Kevin Wong

Field Hockey Falls in NIAC's; Streak Ends at 4
- By Matthew G. Miller Editor-in-Chief
The Trinity College Women's
Field Hockey Team lost to Tufts in
the first round of the N1AC tournament this past Saturday to conclude
an otherwise very successful season.
The team's final record of 8-4-1 was
a true indication of how far the team
had come after its 0-2 start, as well as
the fact that the Lady Bants were
picked to host the tournament once
again.
Tlie#l seed Lady Bants opened
thegamequickly, and dominated play
early in the game before #4 Tufts got
their act together. Although dominating territorially.scoring chances were
limited, and TuftsgoalieTricia Burke
wasnotreally tested. Louise Vander
Does, the Trin keeper, was forced to
come up with the first big save of the
game at the 15:00 mark, when she
kicked out her right leg and made a
spectacular save to rob the Jumbos'
Aryn Landau.
TheTut'ts' offense centered on a
dangerous fast break, which penetrated more than once into the Trinity
backfield, whereby the Lady Bants
were forced to throw their resources
back on the defensive. But Trin still
maintained their territorial advantage,
thanks mainly to the play of link Mary
Beth Madaras/, and forwards Robin
Silver and Cooie Stetson.
But it was one of those Jumbo
fast breaks that provided the only
goal of the game. Link Jean DiPiro
broke down the right side, forcing
Van der Does to come out to meet her,
and centered to ball to Landau who
made no mistake, pushing the ball
into the net with 7:30 remaining in the
half.
Tufts started quickly in the second half, and turned the tables on the
territorial issue. Playing with a new
confidence they pressed forward,
forcing back Gretchen Bui lard and
goalie Van der Does to make numerous big plays.
But the Trin offense did not wilt.

Silver, the Lady Bants leading scorer
had an excellent chance with 30:00
remaining, which led to two penalty
corners, but Trinity could just not
convert.
After Van der Does was forced
to make an outstanding save with
21:00 left, senior Amy Loiacano took
the feed and fired a shot from long
range upon which Burke lucky to get
a pad.
At this point the play evened
out, and the action went back and
forth, with the play concentrated in
midfield. Nan Campbell had a chance
with 13:00 remaining but pushed her
shot just wide after a nice individual
effort. Four minutes later Trin had
another penalty, but the Jumbo's
defense was moving well and snuffed
out the opportunity. Burke had to
come up big again on Loiacano with
4:35 left, before Trinity had their best
chance of the day.
With just 3:00 remaining Silver
broke up the middle and caught Burke
out of position, but the ball hit a rut,
bounding over to Campbell, who faced
an empty net. Just as Campbell was
about to tie the score, the ball took a
short hop over her stick, and Campbel I
was left looking at the ground in
amazement.
Trin's last gasp came with 1:3()
left, but two penally corners were
broken up, and Tufts held on for the
win.
In theothersemi-final. Williams
was forced to penalty-strokes before
defeating Connecticut College. Williams had tied the game with just :32
remaining on a goal by superstar forward Mo Flaherty.
In a post-gameconversation with
Coach Robin Sheppard, it was commented that the Lady Bants had put
up a valiant effort, and Sheppard
readily agreed, "I'm really proud of
this team. I had set goals privately
eariy in the pre-season, and they
exceeded all of them. The team
matured greatly, and put forward some
great performances. Beating Keene
State (Trin defeated Keene State 4-1
two weeks ago, who were ranked tt2

in the Northeast at (he time) and Clark
were two examples of the potential
this team has."
Although the Lady Bants did not
put forth their best effort of the year,
nothing should be taken away from
Tufts, who played with great confidence and poise. Trin did play with
great desire, and Co-Captains Nan
Campbell and Gretchen Billiard
should be proud of what they accomplished in leading this very young
team. They were a key part of the
maturation process, and will leave a
team that will be ready to regain the
tournament title next year.
Also, besides Sheppard, who did
her standard great job, credit should
go lo assistant coach and j.v. mentor
Martha Rice, who did an excellent
job in her own right, leading another
successful j.v. season, and assisting
Sheppard in this key rebuilding year.
In looking ahead to next year.
Trinity seems to be in excellent shape.
A replecement for Bullard will have
to be found, and that will be the biggest problem. Bullard is essentially a
coach on the field, and her leadership
and brilliant talent will be sorely
missed. Campbell too will be missed,
with hergrcal speed and scoring touch.
The final senior to leave will be Amy
Loiacono, who, after missing a year,
came back well, and ended the season
as perhaps the best link on the squad.
But, oh, the returnees. Silver,
the team's leading scorer and probable All-Star selection (1 lg-4a) will
be a senior, and should be ready to
explode next year, and Cooie Stetson
(5g-5a), perhaps the most improved
player on the team, will also continue
to improve. She added a third option
tothe offense and was very creative in
the attack. Junior Mary Beth Madaras/ will be buck, as will sophs Sydney
Brown and Robin Cook. Tinabeth
Passaro, who matured greatly this
year, will hold down a link spot, and
sophomore Paula Murphy will anchor the defense.
But that's not it. Sophomore
Kate Healey will play a bigger role up
front, and sophomore Courtney (ier-

ber will see more time at link. Stasia
Talbol, another sophomore will also
be back, and will see time at both link
and back. And with explosive freshman forward Margol Ring, and steady
defender Sarah Ferrucci also returning, this squad will be loaded both
with talent and experience. Add this
to a talented j.v. squad and next year
looks awesome.
Oh, some goalie is also back.
Iean'ijustleaveitaithat. Sophomore Louise Van der Does will be
back, and that is bad news for opposing forwards. With a goals against
average of 1.00, and a save '/< of l )3.4,
and numerous school records to her
credit already, she will only improve.
Already the best goalie by far in
NESCAC, she plays her angles well.

in very aggressive, and is capable of
pulling out the spectacular save almost at will. Not a bad anchor to have
for the defense.
From the Nest: Williams won
the NIAC title, defeating Tufts 2-0
wilh two second half goals. Silver,
Van der Does, and Bullard tried out
for the National Team this past Sunday at Connecticut College. Bullard
ended the season with 2 goals and 2
assists. First prediction of the next
season: the title will be back at Trin.
The Lady Bants were shooting for
their fifth consecutive title, and were
hosting their third straight tournament. Van der Does made 11 saves.
Burke 5 in Saturday's game. Sheppard's career coaching record is now
an impressive 131-34-12.
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